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Volume 97 No. 254

Fall Travel
Conference
To Be Held
.1

Representatives of the tourism-travel
and hospitality industry will be converging upon Kenlake State Resort
Park for the Fall Travel Conference on
October 26 and 27, according to Karen
Cissell, executive secretary of Kentucky's Western Waterland. •
The two-day conference is sponsored
by the Kentucky Hotel and Motel
Associktion, Kentuclty:t.,_Weitern
Waterland,
Kentucky
Lake
Vacationland, the Paducah Tourist
Commission and the Kentucky
Department of Public Information.
According to Ms. Cissell, the conference is an annual 'event which is
open to anyone who is interested in the
tourism industry. Included on the
program will be a discussion of topics
such as travel shows, media contacts,
recreation development, legislative
activities and group travel.
An enjoyable evening of entertainment has also been planned,
including a scenic boat tour of Kentucky lake, a buffet dinner, entertainment by the internationally
known psychic, David Hoy, and a
hospitality hour and dance.
Registration -- for the conference
begins at 1:00 p. m. on Tuesday.
Advance registration fee is $15, with a
registration fee at the door of $17.50. All
local tourism groups are encouraging
their members to participate, according to Ms. Cissell. Those wishing to
register should contact the Mantua!
County Chamber of Commerce.

In Our 97th Year

15' Per Copy

trophies by the Mayor of Memphis prior
The Murray High School Marching
to the halftime performance.
Band brought home all five trophies for
This is the second consecutive year
which they qualified at the Mid-South
that Murray has won the championship.
Invitational marching contest held at
The final competition of the season will
Memphis State University Saturday.
be Saturday at the first Murray State
Marching in the rain in both their
University "Festival of Champions." In
appearances 'Saturday, the band
addition to the selection of a Grand
brought home the 'Memphis State
_Champion,
The Governor's Cup will be.—
-Alunini Trophy' for Grand Champion; presented to the top Kentucky band, to
the mayor's trophy from the City of
symbolize the Kentucky State marMemphis; first place in Class AAA; a
ching band champion.
superior rating, and the Highland
Band Director Joe-,Sills said "The
Hundred Traveling Trophy.
staff is extremely proud of the band
Superior ratings were awarded to
members. They wouldn't let up since
four of the 24 bands, one of which was
they
began rehearsals in July, and have
Hopkinsville High School. Hopkinsville
showed true dedication and desire to be
placed second behind Murray High in
as good as they can be. Personally, I
Class AAA.
haven't worked with a more consistent,
liPPICITts.ville_ was alsa the runner-up-- -- -devoted group Of -young people. I hope
for the grand champion sweepstakes
everyone can turn out Saturday to
award. The two bands performed at
support these students as they try for
halftime at the Memphis State-Wichita
the state championship."
State football game in the Liberty Bowl
Preliminaries begin at one p.m. and
stadium.
finals at seven p.m. Saturday. There
The MHS Band Directors were
are 16 bands scheduled for the
presented the Highland Hundred, the
preliminaries, of which eight will
Grand Champion, and the Mayor's Cup
compete in the finals.

BAND WINS EVERYTHING—The Murray High School Marching Band won it all again Saturday at the Mid-South
Invitational marching contest in Memphis. From left are Terri McConnell, band president, with the Memphis
State Alumni Trophy for Grand Champion; Mary Ann tones, band treasurer, with the -Mayors- Trophy: Pam
Lassiter, vice-president, first place in Class AAA; and Jackie Galloway, band secretary, with the superior rating
award and the Highland Hundred traveling trophy.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Rushing Claims Main Issue Of
Strike Ignored By International
Franklin Rushing, president of Local
1068 of the United Auto Workers union
here, has charged that a letter sent to
the union membership last week by the
International UAW office ignored the

division of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Dr. James Hart and Dr. H.S. Jackson
have set up their offices in the-Licensed
Practical Nurse,training building just
west of the convalescent division
building on Poplar St.
Dr. Conrad Jones, Dr. Richard
Cunningham and Dr. Gene Cook are
presently seeing patients in their offices in the former Methodist Parsonage building just west of the LPN
building on Poplar.
Dr. Charles Clark is seeing patients
at the emergency room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital; and Dr.
Lowry is located in offices with Dr.
John C. Quertermotis in a clinic at the
corner of 8th and Elm streets. "
Dr. Richard Stout's office is located
in the Castle Parker. D. M. D., dental
building at the corner of Walnut and 5th
streets. The phone number for Dr.
Stout's office is 753-7451.

One Section — 12 Pages

MHS Band Wins
At Memphis

4110

Austin Office Location
Is Announced Today
A location for Dr. Clegg Austin to set
up his pediatric . practice was announced today by Dr. C. C. Lowry,
president of the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic Corp.
Dr. Austin's offices will be located in
a mobile home which will be located on
a parking lot adjacent to the Houston—
McDevitt Clinic Building at 5th and
Walnuj„..
Locations for offices for all other
doctors whose offices were destroyed in
the fire at the clinic last Monday were
established last week.
All clinic doctors may be reached by
calling 753-1340 and the receptionist will
either connect the calling party with the
proper office or give the patient the
phone number they should call.
Dr. Lowry said that Dr. Austin is
expected to begin seeing patients in his
new quarters by Wednesday of this
week.
Six of the physicians—Dr. Hugh
Houston, Dr. Hal Houston, Dr. Donald
Hughes, Dr. Gary Marquardt, Dr.
Bailey Binford and Dr. Richard Hutson—are located in the convalescent
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The letter told the membership that
main issue of the union's strike at the
"the officers of the International Union
local...Tappan Co.
have reviewed in detail the matters"set
Rushing- said over the weekend that
forth in this letter and have agreed that
that issue, the abolition of incentive
it would be in the best interest of the
work rates and alwoposed changein
members and their families to approve
production standard, was -95 per cent
This recommendation.
of the original cause of the strike and
Rushing has also charged that the
still is."
balloting procedure being utilized by
It was revealed last week that. the
the international is unconstitutional
international union had mailed a
resume of the latest Tappan Company ..according to union bylaws. He said the
uhiqn's constitution provides that
contract _proposal along with a ballot
voting -11e done by secret ballot at a
for the membership to cast thew -vote
meeting f,4jie membership. "Whether
either in favor of or against the new
they vote yea or no, it still will be
contract.
illegal...," Rushing said,"butf suppose
The international recommended in
they international)hate the authority.
their letter that the membership accept
to make it legal."
the latest company proposal and inThe incentive pay issue"-was exdicate their willingness.to do so by
plained as follows:
marking and returning the ballots
Prior to the union's membership
which are to be counted by the
going on strike on June 23, 1975,
American Arbitration Association in
production rates enabled production
Cincinnati on 117ov. 1.
workers to receive incentive pay if they
worked at a pace higher than what the.

Speech Team
In Contest
Saturday

Dr. James Graham

.‘ Dr. Gratiam- To

Tickets To Be
Available To
Event At MSU

ISee Tappan,Page 8

Screening Tests To
Be Held This Week

Tickets for a performance by The CoThe Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Respondents entitled "Give 'Em an . Church will conduct a . free blood
Inch: Women and Equality" at Murray
pressure screening test this week.
State University on Tuesday, Oct. 26,
Blood pressures will be taken
will be available to non-students at the
Tuesday 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the
door.
Court House; and one to four p.m. at
Murray State students with IdenCentral Center; Wednesday from 10
TODAY'S INDEX
tification cards will be admitted at no
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at a location to be
2
Local Scene
charge to the show, which will begin at
announced, and from one to four p.m. at
2
Dear Abby
8 p.m. in the auditorium of the Student
the-Northside Center.
2
Horoscope
Center on the campus. Admission for
3
Opinion Page
others is 50 cents a person.
3
Let's Stay Well
The 90-minute performance by the
4,5
Sports
professional readers theatre trio blends
Cool with chance of rain today, high
67
Farm Pages
history, drama, and music into a
in the mid 50s. Decreasing cloudiness
Comics
production that entertains as well as
and colder tonight, low in the mid to
Crossword
9
enlightens.
It is co-sponsored by the
cool
upper 30s. Partly cloudy and
10,11
Classifieds
Student Activities Board and the
Tuesday, high around 50. Wednesday
12
Deaths& Funerals
The number of cars In operation in
Department of Speech and Theatre.
partly cloudy and cool.
Calloway County continues to increase,
year try year, with no saturation point
in sight.
As a result, the car density in the
local area, as well as the number of
two-car and three-car families is now
greater than ever.
The latest published figures, show
that, as of the beginning of this year,
there were more pa.ssenger cars
locally, per 100 families, than in most
communities.
On January 1st there were some
17,460 cars registered in the area. This
* was equivalent to 173 for every 100 local
families.
It was a bigger ratio than was found
generally throughout the United States,.
where the average was 146 per 100
families. In the East South Central
States, it was 148.
Despite the slowdown in auto
production and sales during the recent
recession, the number of cars on the
nation's streets and highways is considerably greater than five years
The records show that auto
registrations in the United States are
now over 105,625,000, which is 15,864,000
more than in 1971. It represents an
increase of 8,700 cars per day over the
five-year period.
The , additional millions of cars,
combined with more trucks, buses and
CAR WINNER — John T. Irvan, 1307 Wells Blvd., was the winner of a 1976 Pinto given away by the Murr.1%
other vehicles, is causing traffic jams
Downtown Merchants Association Saturday. lrvan IV a leaf Supervisor for the U. S. Tobacco Co. Presenting 0,,
and bumper-to‘bumper driving,
keys to the car are George Hodge,left, of Hodge and Son,and Jack Belote, of Purdom's.
especially in urban areas. No relief is in
view in the shruggle for traveling and
Staff Photo by Frank Gon

Speak At School
Dr. James Graham, Superintendent
of Public Instruction in the State of
Kentucky, will be the guest speaker at
the Oct. 28 meeting of the Southwest
Elementary School Parent-Teachers
Club.
The meeting will be held at seven
p.m. in the gymnasium of the school.
The speaker
be first on the
program, and the business session will
follow.
Also present will be Dr. Jack Rose,
Calloway County Superintendent.
The public is invited to attend, and
members of the 'club are especially
urged to attend as final plans for the fall
festival are to be made.

The Calroway County High Speech
Team traveled to LaGrange, Ky. this past weekend for the third annual
Oldham -Co. High School Speech
Tournament. The Laker team placed
lourth out of twenty one schools.
Union Co. placed first, Trigg Co. was
second and Bullitt Central placed third.
Calloway's team was competivg
without seven of its regular starters.
In the individual events Luana.Colson
placed second in humorous interpretation, Patricia McKenzie was
third in impromptu speaking and Jamie
Morrison placed third in girls extemp.
Both of Calloway's debate teams had
identical three wins and one loss
records. ..Kevin,, Bowen and . Randy
Hutchens were defeated by BuWtt
Central in the finals. Karen Edwards
and Gail Tucker lost by three points to
Sacred Heart in the final round. Both
teams tied for third place honors.
Calloway's Varsity debate teams will
travel next weekend to the Madison
Trion Tournament in Madison, Term.
The weekend or Nov. 6, the debaters
will travel to Webster Co. and Nov. 13
all of the-.regular team members will
rejoin the -team for the Trigg Co.
Invitational Tournament.
- According to Coach Larry England
many of the regular starters for the
Speech Team have been out of competition throughout the month of
October due to band competition but
will rejoin the team Nov. 13.

Cool

Number Of Cars Up Locally
parking space.
Much of the increase in car ownership is attributed to the progressive
movement of families from heavilypopulated urban communities to the
suburbs, where the automobile is the
basic means of transportation.
The growing proportion of late model
cars in and around Calloway County is
a reflection of the rising purchasing
power in the area. As family income
rises, so does the number of cars in
operation.

The net result is that auto
registrations :locally have increased
from 12,310 to 17,460 in the last five
years.
With more cars in use, more money is
being spent annually for maintenance
The expenditures in the past year in
local service stations for gas, oil,
repairs and incidentals came to more
than $5,178,000, as compared with the
total that was spent five years earner,
$3,886,000

MSU Faculty Members
Attend Recent Meeting
Nine representatives of the College of
Environmental Sciences at Murray
State University attended the kecent
first annual Governor's Conference on
he Environment in I muisville.
They were: Dr. Marshall Gordon,
-dean of the college; Dr. Durwood
Beatty and Dr. John Mikulcik,
professors of agriculture: Dr. Harry
Conley, associate professor of
chemistry:' Dr. James B. Sickel,
assistant professor of biology; Dr.
Hunter Hancock, professor emeritus;
Dr. Louis Beyer, professor,of physics;
and Dr. James Met t hat, charrman, and
W 7. A. Franklin, associate professor,
'Department of Geography.
Among the topics discussed during
the two-day program were the Ohio

River Basin Study, air quality . surface
mining arid reclamation. nuclear
energy, waste treatment management,
scrubber technology, forestry, envir.onmental law, the Safe Drinking
Water Act, the. Bottle Bill, c.,nservaii.,n, regulation of subsurface
discharges from sewage,.. rreatment
plants, andlthe Kentucky Wild Rivers
Program.
Gov. Julian Carroll Was die luncheon
speaker during me second day of the
conference. Edward F.?richard, Jr
Frankforl' attorney, delivered the
keynote address. •
Several awards were Rresented It.,
individuaLs and Organizations for significant
environmental
achievements,
•
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Golden Wedding

(
4:
1.1:
Should Reader Return
Old Stolen Goods?
By Abigail Van Buren
v. 1976 by Gowns° Tot.. N V Alms Sync, Inc

Mr. and Mrs.

-Itibrev Jones

Mr-. and- MPS. Aubrey Jones -of -Hazel Route One -were
honored with a surprise supper on Saturday, October 2, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. William Gerald Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones were married October 2, 1926 at Keys
Store on Tennessee state line by Bro. H. F. Robbins.
Their attendants were Genevo Charlton Lassiter and
Beckham Cooper.
Mrs. Jones, the former Marelle Paschall, is the daughter of
the late Jessie and Lina Paschall. Mr. Jones is the son of the
late Rob and Nannie Jones.
Mr. Jones is a rail-et! fanner -and is now ernployed by the
Calloway County Monument Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones are members of the Oak Grove Baptist
Church, where Mr. Jones services as a deacon.
Those attending were: Bro. and Mrs. Otis Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Huel West, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Morton, Mr. and Mrs.
Tolbert Story, Mr. and Mrs: Othel Paschall, Mrs. Merl Baker,
and Mrs:Joan Cooper.
Also attending were Lisa McBride, Carol and Mike Cooper,
Terry Lynn and Jeffrey Paschall.

Mrs. John Fortin Giles Review

DEAR ABBY: How does one go about marketing a
genuine Gutenberg Bible? It was stolen from a German
museum during World War I by an American soldier who
has been dead for many years.
Is it still considered "stolen goods"? Or is it possible to
sell it legitimately?
HAVE ONE
- DEAR HAVE; Regardless of -bow long_ego the article
was stolen, it's still stolen property and cannot be sold
legitimately. And since you know that it was stolen from a
museum in Germany, you have a moral obligation to
return it to the German government.
The German Embassy in Washington, D.C., would
deeply appreciate hearing from you. I urge you to contact
them.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 19 and have a bum for a boyfriend.
Ken and I love each other very much .and plan on getting
married some day, but I don't want a bum for a husband.
He's 25, but very immature in many ways. Ken has
never kept a job for more than three months. He quits and
lays around collecting unemployment. When I get on his
back because I practically have to support him, he gets
another job, but it never lasts very long.
When I lecture him about his laziness, he says if I really
loved him I wouldn't try to change him. Abby, I DO
love
him, but I don't want to support him the rest of his life.
I'm very ambitiOus. I've worked since I was 16, and
keep getting promotions. What should I do? Say goodbye
to the only guy I've ever loved, or accept him as he is and
quit trying to change him?
"19-AND AMBITIOUS"

DEAR "19": I think you really want to break up with
Ken, but you want me to make the decision for you, which
- The Ruth Wilson Circle of of the book "Living the says something about your own immaturity. I can't see
this "bum" being anything more than a bum, married or
the First United Methodist Adventure" by Keith Miller single.
And until you can, don't waste any more time on
Church met on Wednesday, and Bruce Larson was given him.
October 13 kit 7:30 p. m., in the by Mrs. John Fortin. Her
_home of Mrs. Ace McReynolds emphasis was on the chapter
DEAR-ABBY: May I comment on the American
with Mrs. John Trotter as co- entitled "The Inner Faith." serviceman who wanted to marry a Korean girl? You
Mrs. Fortin concluded with advised him to talk Co his Army chaplain.
hostess.
That was a bum steer, for sure. I spent five years in
Mrs. J. B. Wilson, chair- prayer.
Man, openeil the meeting with
During the social hour
. Korea as an American G.I.. and I've yet to see an Army
.prayer, and conducted the following the program, the chaplain who would help a G.I. marry a girl who wasn't
round-eyed, Anglo-Saxon and Christian.
business session.
tostesses --Served ref esh-. It's
true that many Korean girls have faked love for
Reports were given by the ments to the fifteen members American soldiers
just to get a trip to America and
treasurer, Mrs. George present.
citizenship, but they were mostly prostitutes. Many
Fielder; sunshine chairman,
Korean girls are honest, hard-working and loving and far
Mrs. Dick Sykes; and
superior to American women in more ways than I can
membership chairman, Mrs.
count. Sign this...
W.P. Russell.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
MARRIED ONE
Mrs. Wilson brought to the
Mrs. Boyce West of Murray
DEAR
MARRIED: Don't bum-rap Army chaplains.
group's attention some im- Route Eight has been
portant events to remember. dismissed from Lourdes They still provide the best counsel available for the G.I.
overseas:
They are: work-day for the Hospital, Paducah.
Bazaar, October 18 at 10:30 a.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
BROILER
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
m. at -the church; Every
PRODUCTION UP
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Member Canvas dinner on
A
increase of 11.6
projected
October 27; the UMW Annual
meeting at per cent in broiler-fryer
Conference
Lambiith College in Jackson, production this year over 1975
• Tn., on October 30; the Bazaar will result in a record-high
On November 9 at the church output of 8.886 billion pounds
beginning at 10 a. m., lun- of federally inspected birds,
cheon from 11 until 1; and the according to the United States
Family Thanksgiving Dinner Department of Agriculture.
This forecase is based on a
at the church on November 21.
Mrs. Harold Douglas gave fourth-quarter output up eight
the devotion entitled, "The per cent from the last quarter
Parable." Her scripture was- of 1975. So far this year, the
expansion pace has increased
Luke 10:38-42.
The program,a brief review 12 per cent over last year's
figures.

Of,Book At Ruth Wilson Meeting

A00cfs
All Seats,
One Dollar
sCidote-
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%et% COMMUNITY
/oas.- CALENDAR
Monday,October 25
Thursday,October 28
Murray Postoffice will be
Wildlife
film,
"The
closed in observance of the Vanishing
American,"
nation41
. holiday, Veterans produced by Audubon Wildlife
Day.
Society, will be shown at seven
p. m, in the Student Center
Adult
Great
Books auditorium. No admission and
Diseussicin Group will meet in public is invited.
Conference Room of the
Calloway County Public
Mel Someroski, Kent State
Library at seven p. m.
University, Kent, Ohio, will
lecture on his works of
Blood
River
Baptist enameling and weaving in
Associational WMU will hold Room 423 of Price Doyle Fine
its quarterly meeting at Arts Center, MSU, at 7:30 p.
Altoona Church near Calvert m.
City, Highway 62, at seven p.
m.
Haunted House by Kappa
Department,
Murray
Recovery, Inc., will meet at Woman's Club, will be open at
7:30 p. m. at the First the A. Carman Pavilion, from
Presbyterian Church, 16th and six to 9:30 p. m.
Main Streets.
Rangers and Rangerettes,
ages eight to 15, will have a
Halloween party from 6:30 to
eight p. m. at the.=WOW
Building. This will be a
costume party followed by
refreshments.
Tuesday,October 26
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the. Dexter Center at
9:30a.m.
LaLeche League will Meet
at the home of Carol Yates,908
North 16th Street,at 7:30 p. m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
WOW, will meet with Sandra
Henry.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p. m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Calloway County Athletic
Booster Club will meet at
Calloway High School at 7:30
p. m.
Women's Aglow Fellowship
will meet at Ken Etat Inn at
10.30 a. in:
MSU Wind Sinfnnietta will
perform at 8:15 p. m. in the
Old Recital Hall, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, with Prof.
Paul Shahan as conductor.
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Lorena Foster at
two p. rn.
Past Matrons and Past
Patrons Club of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will have a
potluck supper at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Moffett,
Panorama Shores, at six p..
m.
First Baptist Church WMU
Council will meet in the
church parlor at 9:30 a. m.
Acteens II, Grades 7 and 8,
of First Baptist Church -Will
meet at three p. mu.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. in. to three p. m.
for senior citizens. Work will
continue on the bazaar articles.
Friends of the Library will
rheet at the Calloway County
Public Library at 7:30 p.m.
Boomterm (Tom) Vootimongcolpanit, left and
Charoen IsyarPornchai, International students at Murray
State University from Thailand, were singers at the
Welcome Tea held forinternational Students on Friday,.
October 1, by the Baptists of the community and the
Baptist Student Center. They sang one American sol,g
and one Thailand song,

Bridal Shmrer Is Held &Tenth-,
In honor Of September Bride
Mrs. "Dennis B. Burkeen,
nee Miss Gail Sheridan, was
complimented with a bridal
shower WO at the home of
Mrs. W3de Norsworthy on
Friday, October 15, at 7:30 p.
m.
Hostesses for the bridal
occasion were Mrs. Lloyd
Cooper, Mrs. Ken Norsworthy, and Mrs. Wade
Norsworthy.
Games .were directed by
Mrs. Cooper with Mrs.
Charles Tipton and Mrs. Alma
Cooper being the recipients of
the prizes who presented them
to the honoree.
The honoree, wearing a
beige pant suit, opened her
many gifts. Assisting with the
gifts were Tina and Lori
Keep these nuts refrigerated
or in the freezer! This way
you'll prevent rancidity.

Cooper, Ruth Ann Black.
'Melissa paschal', and Renee
Anderson.
Refreshments of individual
cakes, baked by Mrs. Howard
McCallon, punch, nuts, coffee,
and mints, were served buffet
style from dining table
overlaid with a white liner
cloth edged in lace.
Present or sending gifts
were about forty personi.

Wednesday,October 27
Senior Citizens of Hazel will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p. m.

Haunted House will be held
by Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at the
site at the A. Carman
Pavilion, College Farm Road,
from Six to9:30p. m.

Spoke & Pedal
3-5-10 Speed & Moto-Cross Bikes
•Complete thee of Peet
S. Accessories
Rocks
•Nek Packs
(Milieus ley-Away
wee Store Veer Perch/se
Speci izing In All
Bike Repair

753-0388

Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1976
Look in the section in which room for self-complacency or
your birthday comes and find lethargy.
ari4Nr
what your outlook is, according SAGI1TARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ^
"te the stars.
While Jupiter, your planet, is
in excellent position, you may
ARIES
have to deal with others who are
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
The use of an old strategy or not so lucky. Be understanding,
piece of advice may be your tactful.
best stand-by now. Look out for CAPRICORN , 1,4
things "off-beat" or out-of- (Dec. 22 to Jan- 20) va
Finalize pending matters, tie
context, however. They could
up loose ends, but do not rush
mislead.
anything which requires longer
TAURUS
study and more attention.
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tg‘t‘ii?
If you have a problem to AQUARIUS
solve, wait until early afternoon (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -1'""
Control emotions. There will
when influences will be better
than in the a.m. Otherwise, you be tendencies to exaggerate, to
may have to revise your ideas. lose temper. Be especially
GEMINI
tactful in dealings with business
Zeta Department, Murray (May 22 to June 21) ILIPC associates.
Woman's Club, will have a
From out of the nowhere may PISCES
bingo party at the club house
come a unique idea. No harm in (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xe
considering its possibilities! It
Don't rest on past laurels.
at 7:30 p. m. Each one is to
could lead to a highly in-- You can Meet and, in certain
tiring a guest
teresting experience.
areas, surpass competition. Be
CANCER
careful not to press too hard at
Potluck luncheon will be (June 22 to July 23) ge) the wrong time, however.
held by the Senior Citizens at
Extravagance in general not
the Ellis Community Center. recommended, but spending on
YOU BORN TODAY: The
business entertainment now native of Scorpio is a brilliant,
Work will be on bazaar arjustified if good will results.
magnetic and usually powerful
ticles and table games will be
individual. Those born on this
LEO
at one p. m.
particular date, however, are
(July 24 to Aug. 23) afg
A good day for considering usually more warmhearted and
Friday,October 29
future - projects; -also for- -"ntimental than -their coun—
Haunted House by Kappa developing helpful contacts. terparts; also have a touch of
Department,
Murray Just one admonition: Don't let the poetic and the mystic not
Woman's Club, will continue emotions influence your always found in the Scorpian.
You have tremendous business
decisions.
at A. Cannon Pavilion, VIRGO
acumen and may start life out
College Farm Road, from six ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) NP
in the fields of commerce or
to 9:30 p. in.
Avoid activities, ideas or banking but, later in life, could
people who lean toward the quite ,possibly, abandon the
Shopping for senior citizens bizarre. Don't let curiosity whole thing (even though
will be at 9:30 a. m. and 12:30 overcome your innate good successful), to pursue either a
more intellectual or artistic
judgment.
p. m. Call 753-9725 for tran- LIBRA
career. These leanings are
sportation.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231A.n,
within you from birth and you
Steady does it now. If a plan will probably never be content
Exhibitions of painting by or strategy is not bringing the until you have given them a true
Donald R. Dugger, -Owen- results you desire, change outlet. Xou may take up art,
maneuvers.
Listen
to literature or music as an
sboro, photography
by suggestions, but sift well before
avocation — and wind up
Katherine Dugger, Owen- accepting.
successfully commercializing
sboro, and weaving by Cyn- SCORPIO
it. You may have an affinity for
thia E. Easley, Bowling
I Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MIeV
science also, and, in this area,
Stress discipline and self- would be happiest in medicine.
Green, will be shown in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price control. This will be a period of Birthdate of: Mahalia Jackson,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU, sharp competition,so there's no noted gospel singer.
through November 19.
AMERICA IS 200-YEARS OLD
AYNSL EY IS 207 YEARS OL r
Two day workshop on
enameling by Mel Someroski
-cd..Kent Ohio. will be 49:30a.
m. in the metalsmithing
studio, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU, today and
Saturday.

South Murray
Club Meets.
Cavitt Home
Mrs. Jo Anne Cavitt opened
her home for the meeting of
South
Murray
the
Homemakers Club held on
Thursday, October 14, at one
p. Tu. with the new president,
Mrs. Anna Mae Owens,
presiding.
The devotional thoughts
from Psalms 24:14 were
presented by Mrs. Modelle
Miller who also read an article
on "Stewardship of the
Earth."
Mrs. Zella Covington
presented the lesson on "Time
For Things We Enjoy."
Also attending were Mrs.
Lorraine Maggard, Mrs. Edna
Butler, Mrs. Virginia Henry,
Mrs. Lottie Gibson, and Mrs.
Viva Ellis.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Cavitt. Mrs. Henry
conducted the recreational
period.
The next meeting will be
with Mrs.Owens on Thursday,
November 11, at one p. in..

Sewing class for Senior
Citizens will be at Ellis
Community Center from ten a.
m. to noon. Call 753-9725 the
day before or by 9:15 a. m.for
transportation.
Activities for Senior Citizens
at the North Second Street
Community Center will start
at 1:30 p. in. Call 753-9725 by
11:30 a. m for transportation.

Your Individual Horoscope

We're celebrating with
THE FIRST 20% OFF SALE
in Aynsley's glorious history.
121 By Pass

The Shacase

753 454 I

On Zone
Beauty Boutique

.„

( Dixieland Shopping Center)(Next door to JuDons Bags de Beads)

Operators:
*Edith Sledd
*Lois Snow

T[_*westt Operan

Diane Butler

*Jackie Morris
*Suzette Vaughn

v•Drop-In Appointments Very Welcome
,Open 6 Days A Week, Monday thru Saturday
Plenty of Free Parking
,Open Late by appointment

Phone Us For An Appointment

,153-7598

avaf
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Agree Or Not

A New Twist
On Severance Tax
By S. C. Van Curon

VAN CURON

FRANKFORT—Last week Governor
Julian Carroll echoed a thought that
former U. S. Senator Marlow Cook put
forth when he was in office, but
Carroll's offering has a different twist.
Cook tried to get a federal severance
tax on coal when he was in office, but
his idea was that the tax would equalize
The market place for all coal-producing
states. Kentucky had passed its first
severance tax and spokesmen for our
coal industry said it put them at a
disadvantage in the national market.
Cook proposed that the states could
claim the tax revenue, but in case they
didn't, it went to the federal government.
Carroll's new twist is that a federal
severance tax be levied on coal wi0.at

Letter To The Editor

-Gratitude
Expressed
Dear Editor:
It would be impossible to find the
words to express the deep gratitude we
doctors and staff of the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic have fpr the many
people who have helped us recove,r.so
quickly from our recent tragic fire.
However, we would like to take this
opportunity to sincerely thank publicly
the staff of your Ledger and Times and
WNBS for keeping the citizens so accurately informed of our plans; the
Fire Departments of our community
and the surrounding area plus the
Murray Police Department for long,
hard hours of work above and beyond
the call of duty; and the MurrayCalloway County Hospital whose letter
is included below and was read at their
regularly scheduled Board Meeting last
Thursday.
----These are just two ofthe many letters
we- intend to write in the very near
future to try and show our great appreciation to every person who helped
us in our desperate need.
Most sincerely,
C. C. Lowry,President
Houston-McDevitt Clinic
Mr. James E. Garrison,Chairman
Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital Commission
Murray,Kentucky
Dear Jim,
We have always known that the
people of Murray and Calloway County
are the most responsive,concerned and
generous people in the world, but this is
the first time we have had to be the
recipients of these attributes in an
emergency.
It is with deep emotion that we take
this opportunity to express our heartfelt
thanks to you, the Hospital Board, Mr.
Poston, and the citizens of Murray and
Calloway County for their tremendous
cooperation in our time of need.
Without your offer of office accommodations and hospital facilities
we could not have managed so quickly
to continue our health services to the
people of the community.
Each of the doctors joins me in this
sincere expression of our feelings and
appreciation.
Sincere15,, '
C. C. Lowry, President
Houston-McDevitt Clinic

least a portion of the revenue to be used
for road repairs. Kentucky already has
a 4.5 per cent severance tax on coal.
Here's the way Carroll's plan would
work. He would support a federal tax
that would levy at least as much as
Kentucky's tax, or a fraction more.
Kentucky would get, and keep, its
present 4.5 per cent share of the federal
tax and any above that would go into a
federal matching road fund for the
repair of roads. In other words, Kentucky would get a tax credit.
rryli hasthesarnetheorythatCook
had in that the tax would be equal for all
coal-producing states and keep Kentucky coal competitiVe-on the national
market. Kentucky wouldn't lose any
revenue for its general fund.
Carroll says that industry and
government studies predict a need for
coal somewhat below one billion tons by
1985, with Kentucky producing one
fourth of it.
"Our present roads," he said, "are
incapable of moving that much coal to
market in 1985."
In an interview late last week,Carroll
said he questions the feasibility of
nuclear power plants "because there
isn't enough uranium to fuel the needs
of those already on stream for the next
10 years.
"I can see nä sense at all in the
federal government's encouraging the
construction of new nuclear power
plants with absolutely no assurance of
future fuel to operate them."
He also blames Congress and past
administrations for not adopting a
strong energy policy. A few years ago
the Environmental Protection Agency
caused some coal-powered electric
generating plants in the east to convert
to oil or natural gas because of air
pollution standards.
"Then they couldn't get the oil or gas
to fire the plants because they had no
past history of purchases," he explained, The oil and gasshortage took
care of that. One national fuel agency a
couple or so years ago requested that
oil and gas powered electric energy
plants convert to coal, but very few
have. This move was to conserve these
fuels that are now in short supply since
the Arab oil embargo and subsequent
large hike in prices of crude oil.
Kentucky now produces more than
125 million tons of coal per year, and is
now capable of producing more than
the present market absorbs.
In several places in Kentucky, including Frankfort, there is a shortage
of natural gas to the extent that industries are being required to reduce
their use of natural gas and use a
substitute fuel. There is even a ban on
using gas to heat new home construction. The builders must use
electric heat in the-new homes and this
means more demand for electricity,
which in turn means more coal in the
future.

Isn't It The Truth
A Persian proverb says Adam and
Eve made love in the Persian language,
but the angel who drove them out of
Paradise spoke to them In Turkish. I
don't believe that. I think the angel who
ushered them out the gate didn't speak
at all because he was too astonished to
find words for a couple that would give
up a good thing like the Garden of Eden
just for an apple, and only a bit of it at
that.

Fadal,. and tihnionated
pace arx prehentest fie
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IlEARTLIN

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: BRUTALIZED LANGUAGE

HARRIGAN
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'Let's Stay Well

Use Table Salt In Moderation
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Cowboys Win Game But
Lose Staubach To Injury
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rainstorm that drenched Stewart Stadium Saturday night
Saints lost five
The
with
Bills,
Orleans_
The
on.
held
behind the play. The picture was taken during the worst part of the
then
game,- said Landry after
(Staff Phaiosb Mike Brendan)
Morris Owens for the Bucs.
Gary Marangi replacing the fumbles and the Rams lost
Dallas eventually won 31-21.
Joe Ferguson at three in the sloppy game.
injured
0
Jets
Colts 20,
— His', we ever got in jeopardy
ck, rallied behind a Haden replaced Ron Jaworski
quarterba
Bert Jones hooked up with
of losing I'll never know."
J. Simpson touch- who hit three of 11 passes for
0.
of
pair
on
Carr
Roger
NFL,
in
the
receiver
wide
Elsewhere
came up short. just 15 yards and threw two
but
runs
down
79
MInnesota remained un- touchdown past plays of
ons.
and 41 yards and Toni Linhart Ferguson suffered a back intercepti
defeated- with a 31-12 victory
wks 14
41.Seaha
quarter
Lions
second
in
the
injury
for
goals
over PhiladeViiia, Cincinnati kicked a pair of field
Greg Landry threw for three
Baltimore. Carr hauled in five and may be lost for the season.
whipped Houston 27-7, Miami
gained 118 touchdowns and the Detroit
edged Tampa Bay, 23-20, passes in the game for 210 Sam Cunningham
and Sim- defense intercepted six Jim
Pats
the
-for
yards
yards. The Jets' Clark Gaines
Baltimore blanked the New
Zorn passes as the Lions rolled
Bills.
the
for
110
had
pson
12
on
yards
h
102
Pittsburg
20-0,
collected
York Jets
26
over the expansion Seahawks.
Chiefs
35,
Broncos
carries.
Centre, 4-2, dropped behind hand Kentucky State its fifth shut out the New York Giants
Morehead 28-23.
By The Associated Press
Steve Ramsey Levi Johnson returned one
ck
Quarterba
0
Giants
Green
27,
off
Steelers
held
tate
Oakland
games.
in
274t.
seven
In the only other OVC game, 13-0 in the first period before loss
' Western Kentucky won the
on 70 yards for a
Franco Harris carried 27 tossed a pair of touchdown intercepti
ck Curt Sullivan Bas 18-14, New England beat
battle in the latest chapter of East Tennessee survived a storming back on Roy Beard's quarterba
and Lem Barney
touchdown
outlasted
Denver
as
times for 106 yards and two passes
to distraction and Buffalo' 26=22, Denver topped
the Ohio Valley Conference's rainstorm and some last- eight-yard run and a 43-yard was rushed
yards with another
24
went
offensive
wild
a
in
City
Kansas
Pittthe
and
ns
touchdow
just seven of 21 Kansas City 35-26, Cleveland
biggest football rivalry, but it minute fumbles to edge scamper by Mike Shannon. completed
teams steal for another score.
83 yards. He did, downed San Diego 21-17,-Los sburgh defense -turned in its game in which the
was Tennessee Tech that may Murray 13-11. In a non- Those touchdowns set the passes for
by
Orleans
New
got
final
score the
Am:eles
have come out ahead in the conference game, Nicholls stage for Akins' winning kick. however,
John Perry ran 20, 22 and Thorobred TD on a one-yard 16-10 and Detroit mauled
State blanked Austin Peay 7-0.
war.
Seattle 41-14..
five yards for touchdowns to run.
Western, which is already Middle Tennessee was idle.
San Francisco dumped
•
3-2-1
race
Western Kentucky,
on its last legs in the OVC
Atlanta 15-0 in a Saturday
with two losses, threw overall and 2-2 in the OVC,
nwht contest. St. Louis visits
Eastern's title chances into jumped ahead of Eastern on
Washington tonight.
disarray with a 10-6 victory the game's first play and
Chicago linebacker Ross
the
of
18,000
rest
the
d
ahead
rain-soake
stayed
a
before
r got the Bears
Brupbache
the
fans at Bowling Green. Tech, way. Jimmy Thomas took
back in the game when he
now the only unbeaten team in opening kickoff 97 yards for a
intercepted a White pass and
league play, captured its third 7-0 lead and Dave Betz added
returned it 25 yards before
OVC win by holding off a field goal for a 10-0 halftime
to Hartensteine who
laterattng
edge.
12 yards for a
final
the
went
Eastern, now 3-1 in the OVC
Tops Bidding
touchdown. Then Virgil Livers
and 5-2 overall, was plagued
NEW YORK AP) — For the
ran back a punt 51 yards to set
by six turnovers, but managed
second consecutive day to avoid a shutout on Everett
up Johnny.Musso's two-yard
Sunday,offspring of Albatross Talbert's two-yard run in the
11)run and itwas14--21 - topped the bidding in the Old third period.
' Not to worry. White came
Glory standardbred yearling
back with a 54-yard toss to
Tennessee Tech, 3-0 and 6-1,
sales at Yonkers Raceway.
Richards to set up the
Golden
cellarwith
had its problems
Jungle Fire, an Albatross dwelling Morehead after
final Dallas score, a- six-yard
colt from a Henry T. Adios Milton Jenkins, subbing for
White-to-Pearson pass, and
mare, Lindy T. Adios,, was injured starter Gary Perdue,
Dallas had its sixth victory in
purchased for $30,000 by Bay had driven Tech to a 28-7 lead.
seven games.
Jean Farm of Quebec. On Perdue went out during Tech's
Vikings 31, Eagles 12
Saturday, the Albatross filly, first scoring drive, but
Fran Tarkenton brought
Castlemaine, was purchsed by Jenkins picked up the slack
Minnesota from behind with a
Louis P. Guida of Trenton, and got the score himself on a
35-yard touchdown pass to
pock of runners through the
CROSSING THE BRIDGE—Chris Ridler of Western Kentucky leads a
N.J. for $41,0001 .
rookie Sammie White in the
defeated Murray 22two-yard run. His 17-yard run
Western
first mile in a dual meet held Saturday at the Murray Country Club.
A total of 160 horses, in the third period made it 28third quarter and Chuck
season.
this
meets
36, marking the first Racer loss in dual
yielding $96,900 were sold 7.
Foreman added TD runs of 32
Met Plootos by Mike Beemlos)
Vikes
the
as
Sunday, bringing the two-day
yards
two
and
on
back
struck
Morehead
figure to $1,721,300. In two Don Rardin's field goal and
raised their record to 5-0-1.
days, 310 horses passed scoring runs by Tony Harris
Tarkenton hit on 23 of 33 tosses
through the ring.
249 yards to become the
for
and quarterback Phil Simms,
second man in NFL history to
but those scores weren't
pass the 40,000-yard mark in
STRONG FINISH —Laura Buddenbaum of Illinois State hangs
COLUMBUS, Ga. — Mac enough to stave off the Eagles'
passing yardage. He needs 91
getting a strong challenge from Glenafter
fourth
finish
to
on
league
ve
consecuti
fourth
a
McLendon fired two-underyards to top all-time leader
in
and
who
heading
is
the
the
background
Racers
of
Culebra
1-6
da
is.
Morehead
par 68 and scored his first defeat.
Unitas. Foreman wound
John
toward the finish chute.
individual victory, taking the overall.
of
pair
a
kicked
Neff
Bobby
Southern Open Golf Tournament by two shots over second half field goals to
was 21:34, Jewell Hayes 28th in
provide. the winning margin,
(1111 UR 11. LEDGER /;•-•11‘11.)
It was not a banner weekend Southwest Missouri
Hubert Green.
21:38 and Ann Moore 29th in
18:36.
in
second
needed
but East Tennessee
for- the Murray State cross
COLLEGE
Sandhaganen of 21:51.
Nancy
two defensive gems from
teams.
country
was third . The women will be at SouthANNAPOLIS, Md. — Tony Gene Venable to seal the rainThe Racer men fell 22-36 to Southwest Missouri
Bud- west Missouri Saturday for an
Dorsett of the University of soake8 win over Murray.
Laura
while
powerful Western Kentucky in 18:46
was invitational meet. Other
State
Pittsburgh smashed the major
Illinois
of
denbaum
Venable tackled Gary
in
third
while the women were
teams include Kansas State,
Ftacer
first
college career rushing mark Brumm at the one-yard line on
The
18:53.
in
fourth
a field of five in meets held
School of the Ozarks,
Kansas,
Calabro,
of Ohio State's Archie Griffin a fourth down play to halt one
Glenda
was
cross
to
Murray
the
Saturday at
Illinois State, Indiana
18:57.
SIU,
in
and also became the first Murray threat and then infifth
was
who
Country Club.
runner in history to achieve ,tercepted a pass to kill the
Other Racer finishers in- State, Missouri, Northwest
Illinois State won the
Central
and
four 1,000-yard seasons.
Camille Baker 11th in Missouri
cluded
Racers' last hope.
rela4 - '
women's meet with 33 points
Macy 14th in Missouri.
Hank LaGorce kicked three
TENNIS
while Southwest Missouri was 19:38, Sharon
The Racer men will run in a
Macy 15th in
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. — field goals for Murray to tie
second with 43 then came 20:10, Karen
in
meet at Southeast
22nd
dual
Biitel
record.
Pattie
OVC
Chris Evert whipped Fran- his week-old
Murray with 66, Western 20:11,
in
Saturday.
Missouri
27th
Lockett
Martha
20:58,
Memphis
coise Durr of France 6-1, 6-2 Ted Bergeron tossed a 10and
Kentucky 89
and won the $45,000 first prize yard touchdown pass --...to
State 122.
in the $200,000 Inaugural Gerald Butler on the opening
Chris Ridler burned the fiveplay of the second quarter and
tennis tournament.
mile course in 24:14 to finish in
Nicholls State's defense made
a first-place tie with teamit stand up against Austin
mate Dave Long" in the men's
TO LOCAL MERCHANTS: We appreciate all
Peay. The touchdown capped
meet. Brian Rutter of the
an eight-play, 55-yard drive.
of your assistance since the disastrous fire that
Racers was third, finishing
Austin Peay's biggest threat
indicated b) the fact that we clobbered Milwaukee for its only 10 seconds behind the
By BOB GREENE
destroyed the Houston-McDevitt Clinic last
ended when Mike Meador
AP Sports Writer
were outrebounded so badly in first victory of the young two.
Monday.
missed a first period field
Tony Staynings, who was in
Jerry West was on the Los the firSthalf.- Westsaid- We season.
goal. The Governors are now
In the future, to protect you and us as well,
and
summer
the
this
coaching
bench,
Olympics
Angeles
had our chances but key
"It was fun out there the
3-4.
made turnovers and key fouls hurt tonight,"
which
Lakers,
said. could be the national chamHawes
nothing should be charged to the HoustonCleveland Coach Bill Fitch
In other games involving
"Everybody did what they pion this year, was fourth in
McDevitt Clinic unless the purchaser has a purvery happy.
Jim Brewer grabbed 19 were supposed to. It was a lot 24-32. Staynings, who has been
Kentucky teams, Georgetown
chase order signed by either Steve Compton or
"If they had Jerry West rebounds, high for the game, different from last Thursday injured, was running his first
broke ä• two-game losing
playing *instead of coaching, and added 11 points for night" when Atlanta opened meet of the season.
streak in outscoring Millsaps
Pete Waldrop.
we would have lost this ball Cleveland. Campy Russell had the season with a loss. ,
„ Martyn Brewer of the
40-30; Centre used a Jim Akins
game," Fitch said after his 16 points and Bobby Smith 15
Racers was fifth in 24:37 while
field goal with 10 seconds left
Sonics 104, Nets 93
of Ten- Cavaliers beat the Lakers 100- in the balanced Cavaliers*
ern
Richard Charleston
Pay day for all tempprary volunSouthwest
freshman
nip
_
record
to
PAY DAY:
a
before
Playing
ithout
nessee 16-13; and Kentucky 95. in a National Baskethall_
home crowd of 14,098, Seattle of Murray took sixth 111-25-:t15-.
teer workers will be Tuesday, Oct. 26, at the
Association game Sunday
The Cavs held a 15-point outscored the Nets 28-11 in a
Western took seventh with
State lost its third in a row in a
Clinic's business office location in the former
midway through the third 912-minute period spanning John Slaughter and eighth
27-14 setback to Arkansas- night. •
stupid
a
very
of
played
"We
•
quarter before the Lakers the third and fourth periods to with Joe Tinius. Tom Condit
Pine Bluff.
Murray Moose Lodge Building on No. lath St.
Ron Pinchbeck ran for two game with the lead," Fitch started their de,closing to break open a close game and the Hilltoppers was ninth.
Our Hostess'
Workers should report to Pete Waldrophetween
touchdowns and passed for said. "We ended up playing within three points with one ease to victory in their season - The next Racer to cross
Gifts and Inthe hours of 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. that day in orcame in 10th with Mike Vowell
another to lift Georgetown's their game with a 12-point lead minute :`Aeft in the game. opener.
•
formation are
finishing in 26:01. Tony
record to 4-2-1. Rubin and it darn near cost us the Kareem Abdul-Jabbar I d the
der to receive their pay.
the Key)to Your
Bruce Seals and Mike Green Keener was 12th to round out
Lakers' comeback bid sCith 13
McIntyre, who added a touch- game."
kNew Community
In Sunday's Other NBA points in the fourth quarter paced the Sonics' scoring the Murray scoring.
own, rushed for 113 yards to
Mns Kalliryn Ovtiend
attack with .15 points each.
games, Atlanta defeated and 29 tor the game.
running
Tiger
revived
a
Rosemary ,Gonzdes of
lead
Phorm ?WW1
High for the Nets, who lost Illinois State ran off and left
Milwaukee 115-91 and Seattle
Hawks 115, Bucks 91 attack that gained 283 yards.
Millsaps, now 5-1, stayed ,topped the New York Nets M- Steve Hawes scored 19 their second straight after a everyone in the three-mile
points. John -Drew and Lou season-opening victory, was women's rase. She finished in
close on the 402-yard passing a.
to
ready
really
weren't
''We
added
who
each had 17 and Ken John Williamson with 21 17:59 while Bev Ainsley of
Hudson
of fickle Haygood,
was Charles tallied 15 as Atlanta points.
that
think
I
and
,play
passes.
Inuchdown
of
pair
-a
•la OM

Tech Survives Scare To
Remain Perfect In OVC

Racer Harriers Drop
Dual Meet To Western

PORTS

1

Fitch Happy Because
West Isn't Playing

Notice

Make a Move!!

e1thñIe1Vuiçon...

Houston-McDevitt
Clinic, Inc.

Ilsei•fay Owls

4

f'
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Bishop-David Or Trinity
To Await Bowling Green
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — No. 3 Ashland was a 35-6
Bowling Green, tap ranked in victim of pass-happy PortState AAAA,. will be co- smouth, Ohio; No. 4 Owenfavored to win the Class AAAA sboro Catholic got by Daviess
football title next month. It's County 28-6; and No. 5
up to two Jefferson County Lexington Lafayette blanked
teams — top-ranked Trinity Owensboro Apollo 27-0.
—State AAA: No. 2
and No. 2 Bishop David — to
decide Bowling Green's Franklin-Simpson shook off a
disappointing loss to Bowling
biggest challenger.
Those two Jefferson County Green last week by edging No.
powerhouses collide Friday in 5 Glasgow 10-7 on the strength
the biggest game on the next- of Joe James'field goal; No. 3
to-last full weekend of the Danville stopped Jessamine
season. This week's game will County 26-6 on a pair of Chris
probably settle only which Jones touchdown runs; and
team will finish with an un- No. 4 Newport Catholic, with
beaten record, since both are Tim O'Hara running for two
favored to win their respective TDs and passing for another,
district titles on the way to got by Boone County 20-6.
SOMETHING BESIDES RAIN—There's something else in the air besides rain, It's a football end it's being thrown by Murray State
—State AA: No. 2 Mayfield
another meeting in the
quarterback Mike Dickens. Dickens suffered a shoulder separation in the final minute of the contest. —
clobbered Reidland 46-0; No. 3
playoffs. 14
past
stormed
. Bowling treen, meanwhile, Murray
will be looking for its 11th win Hopkinsville 28-7; No. 4
in as many, starts when the Bardstown remained unbeaten with a 27-7 win over
Purples meet Hopkinsville.
Other games on tap for top- Washington County; and No. 5
ranked teams include State Scott County blitzed Fleming
AAA's Erlanger Lloyd at County 43-0.
—State A: With Rick Gibbs
Campbell County, Corbin of
State AA at Lexington Tates running for one touchdown
Creek and State A's No. I and passing to Alfred Walker
team, Harrodsburg, en- for another score, secondranked Ft. Campbell dumped
tertains Berea.
Heath 26-6; No.
fourth-ranked
Each of the top-ranked
teams remained on the win- 3 Paintsville defeated Louisa
ning track last' -weekend, -65-3; and No. 5 Owen County
although Trinity was hard- belted Evangel 52-8 with
pressed to hold off Manual 9-6. Mickey Cochran and Sterling
By MIKE BRANDON
The remainder of the game
seen worse playing con- punting situation on a fourth
In other games, Bowling Ford each scoring two touchLedger & Times Sports Editor ditions," Furgerson said.
and 18 from their 18. Kicker was one mistake after another Green romped over Warren downs.
"Tain't a fit night out for
"'This compares with the Doug Parham, not wanting to by both teams.•
East 32-8 as Doug Beard
Murray had minus 12 yards
man or beast," W.C. Fields game a couple of years ago at risk a return, took the ball and
AUTO RACING
•
passed for two touchdowns
once said in one of his movies. Youngstown when we played ran it into his own endzone for on the ground and 10 of 26
and ran for a third, Erlanger
JAKARTA, Indonesia —
The beast had sense enough in the snow and 20-degree a safety and it was 13-11 with passes for 109 yards, with two Lloyd
Conner 35-7, John McDonald of Hong Kong
blasted
passes being picked off. East
to come out of the rain weather. We lost Franklin three seconds left to go.
Corbin walloped. Laurel took the Indonesia, Grand
Saturday night at Stewart early and that really hurt us.
Perhaps the longest three Tennessee had 69 yards
County
33-6 with Tom Horvath Prix, finishing 20 seconds
Stadium. About 500 football We were down real low on seconds in football were rushing and 6-19-2 in the air for
passing for two scores and ahead of Albert Poon.
lost
five
fans didn't have and two runningbacks and in weather witnessed by the crowd which 73 yards. The Bucs
running for another, and
football teams had no other like that, it was just im- by this time was less than 100 fumbles while Murray lost
Harrodsburg belted Paris 38-0
went
out
two.
choice.
possible to pass'into the brave. Neff's kickoff
as
Henry Parks and Venus
With the injuries now
The beast, Old Dobbin, left wind."
of bounds and he tried again.
Meaux each scored twice.
Mount
up,
the
taken
The
next
kickoff
was
to
beginning
at halftime, proving you can
Going into the last period,
In other games involving.
lead a horse away from water. the Racers trailed 10-9 and on the Racer 13 and that was outlook for the remainder of ranked teams:
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
the season for the Racers
Unfortunately, several Racer were working the ball south, it.
—Jefferson County AAAA:
4 Eastern Division
Murray scored the first two looks bleak. Murray is now 2-2
football players were gone by against a wind which surely
W 1. T Pct. PF PA
No. 2 Bishop David crunched
halftime too and as a result, was more than 30 miles per times they got the ball in the in the league and 3-5 overall Central 35-0, N. 3 Seneca Balt
6 1 0 .857 203 114
road
times
Henry
successive
first period. Both
and must play
East Tennessee handed the hour at times.
5 2 0 .714 198 144
Eng
-overtime to edge N
needed
an
3 4 0 .429 142 150
Racers a 13-11 loss to all but
first Racer Lagorce hit field goals. games at Eastern Kentucky Ballard' 13-6, arid - No. 5 Miami
On ' the
2 5 0 .286 137 143
Buff
eliminate Murray State froth possession of the final quitter, Lagroce's first field goarame and Austin Peay.
out-Pleasure Ridge Park
NY Jets
1 6 0.143 50 192
East Tennessee is 2-1 in the
the Ohio Valley Conference Dickens had a pass in- at the 12:17 mark of the first
Central Division
scored Butler 47-28.
yards.
Six
period
from
27
league
and
2-3
overall.
Tenrace.
tercepted at the Racer 32. Ten
5 2 0 .714 171 96
—State AAAA: No. 2 Cinci
4 3 0 .571 148 187
It was a heck of a way to plays later, Bobby Neff of minutes later, he booted one nessee Tech is the only un- Henderson County got two Cleve
4 3 0 .571 128 103
Hstn
defeated team left in the
lose. Had it have been a dry East Tennessee booted a 27- from 40 yards.
Barry - Pitts
from
runs
touchdown
3 4 0 .429 158 116
Tennessee
went
up
74
East
league
and
if
they-ran
-clear
field instead of a 8WIIIIMing yard, wind-aided field- goal
Division
Hazelwood
Western
Allen
while
Skaggs
been
pool, defeat might have
midway through the second the hurdle by winning over
and it was a 13-9 game.
6 1 0 .857 148 151
returned Okld
each
Gray
Tony
and
easier to accept. But for Bill
Al
Anderson Eastern on November 6, then
4 3 0 .571 171 93
Then with 7:34 left in the quarter.
interceptions for scores SDeny
4 3 0 .571 160 141
Diego
Furgerson and his team, it contest, one of the big plays of recovered a Dickens fumble the race would appear to be all pass
County;
Union
rout
of
in a 35-0
2 5 0 286 150 213
Kan City
was a bitter pill to swallow.
the game occurred. Bobby, on the Murray 43. In five over,
0 7 0000 56 156
Tpa Bay
"I don't know what to say," Craig of the Racers picked off 'plays, the Bucs went up 7-6 as
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
said Furgerson as he stood in a pass and returned it to the quarterback Reed Nelson hit
Eastern Division
four-yard
on
a
6 I 0 .857 181 109
Dallas
the warmth of the training East Tennessee 28. The Tom Buchanan
S Louts
5 1 0833 164 119
room where three of his in- Racers failed to generate any pass and that was the score at
4 2 0 .667 127 114
Wash
halftime.
jured players were. The offense.
Hula
2 5 0 .286 97 159
At halftime, Old Dobbin,
casualty list included quarOn the next series for the
0 7 0 000 76 165
NY (its
Mike Dickens, Bucs, Jeff Boyd recovered a who trotted gamely around
terback
Central Division
the
herd
6' 0 1 .929 152 72
Minn
tailback Tony Franklin and fumble for Murray and the the track twice after
3
4 0 .429 128 98
Dtrt
taken
Lagorce,
was
by
goals
safety Eddie McFarland.
the
over
from
Racers took
Chcgo
3 411 0 .429 114 103
In addition, tailback Roger East Tennessee 26. Murray borne. Nine brave members of
Gn Bay
3 4 0 .429 114 148
Rushing and fullback Bernie worked down to a fourth and the Marching Thoroughbred
Western Division
Band walked across the field
6 1 0.857 156 63
S Fran
Behrendt weren't even able to goal from the eight.
5 1 1 .786 1,31 100
L.A.
dress for the game.
Then Dickens hit Gary and played "Yankee Doodle"
2 5 0 .286 111 161
N
Orins
home.
headed
then
they
and
ever
I've
believe
"I don't
Brumrn with a pass and
Stle
1 6 0 .143 112 204
crazy.
absolutely
It was
Brumm was hit a foot short of
1 6 0143 64 133
AtInta
Only three minutes into the
Saturday's Game
the goal-line and the Racers
third period, Darrell Ramsey
San Francisco 15, Atlanta 0
gave up the ball on downs.
Sunday's Games
and
returned
a
pass
picked
off
the
play
of
second
the
On
Baltimore 20, New York Jets
plays
later
Buc
16.
Four
to
the
follow' East Tennessee
O'Connor and Lagorce made it a 9-7 lead
Jim
series,
Pittsburgh 27, New York Giaiits 0
recovered a fumble on the Buc for the Racers by hitting a 27Minnesota 31, Philadelphia 12
four-yard line with 1:M left in yard field goal. He tied his
England 26, Buffalo 22
New
record
and
conference
school
was
Dickens
the game.
Cleveland 21, San Diego 17
two
for
the
second
time
in
creamed on the first play and
Denver 35, Kansas City 26
shoulder weeks by kicking three field
a
suffered
Los Angeles 16, New Orleans'
goals.
10
separation. Almost as bad as
East Tennessee went up 10-9
Chicago 31, Dallas 21
that, he was thrown with a 15Miami 23, Tampa Bay 243
yard penalty for intentional with 4:38 left in the third
Cincinnati 27, Houston 7
Furgerson
period
when
Wes
grounding.
Oakland 18, Green Bay 14
TIES RECORD—Henry lagorce tied his OVC and school record
David Ruzich came in and fumbled an attempted punt
Detroit 41, Seattle 14
marked
the
kicked
three
field
goals.
It
he
night
as
Saturday
Bucs
recovered
on
the
and
the
Monday's Game
took over for Dickens. On a
goofs.
he
has
booted
three
field
St. Louts at Washington, n
second consecutive weekend
third and 20, Ruzich was in- Racer 21. Four plays later and
Ronnie Ross
Neff hit a 28-yard field goal.
tercepted.
210 E. Main
Still, it was not over. In the
Phone 753-0489
final three seconds, East
Tennessee was faced with a

Murray Falls To 2-2 In League

people
are
taking
about...
The
artyMar

Racers Drop 13-1.1
Rain Bowl To Bucs

(

Pro Football
Standings

GOURMET
KITCHEN TOOLS
Made '-of fine groin
wood — Por4 4seful shapes
for mixing, sCriaping, turning, lifting Mix de-match-

5 FOR $11
FROM OUR
WINE DEPT.

.
Scuppernog from V, irgirixl,
Apricd't Julep from ltolv
Sake tram ilopon
ChoteLAJ

la,

1-Stop
Service
For Your

Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business

,

INITIAL
GLASSES

cLeaneRs
Central Shopping
Center
a.m..b
• Phone 753 908411
L;ODO tot SCAN
MEN S mt LADIES

Ha.e vt:Ju ever shopped for ?F16,5f'
other tovonte fyour,,, ht
ho.e them OW And in a'
ouiirit .nd eisewhf ti
we 0 get tt Mintmurn Kent,.

GM SLAY

THURSDAY

2 PIECE SUITS,;.
MIX OR
MATCH

paducah's
most
interesting
store

2/149
SHIRTS
/1
519

Laundered to
Perfection
FOLDED
OR
ON HANGERS

Good All

Week Long

TIP-TOEING IN THE RAIN—Randy Jonas (34) of Morray State hp-t0•1 as he gets the ball end prepares to slosh his way up the
middle against East Tennessee. Blocking at the left is freshman tolbock Tony Frooilio (37).

IN HANNAH SHOPPING PLAZA
HIGHWAY 62 & LONE OAK ROAD

„•
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4-H Achievers Reach For The Top
111( AGO What does it
V,e a top 4-H achiever7
the answers can be
11 n kt
ii
the
4-H record
ot nine outstanding
oang people who earned
tonal 4-11- achievement
1,,,nors last year.
I Weir combined records
% nearly. 70 years of
pArt:,:iplition in skill-centered
-1 -II projects and
,tlienshil0.1eddership
to.ities supervised by the
aoperative Extension

take

One Ii75 national winner,
Mary Linden. 19, of
les,, ale \ L . organized a
nutrition program for
of low-income
I I es. She reached an
est:mated ,',000 persons with
intomation on how to eat
propedy for better health,
nother winner, Laurie
atstruck. IS,. Martell, Neb.,
expanded her dairy herd from

one small heifer to 24 head of
registered Guernseys worth
more than 57,000.

Last year'S nine national
achievement winners were
awarded $800 Henry Ford II
A third high achiever, scholarships donated by Ford
Stanley Rash, 19, Clemmons, Motor Company Fund
through the National 4-H
Service Committee. Two
N.C., won national recogniwinners, the high-ranking girl
tion for his participation in
almost 20 4-H projects. In his and boy, received silver trays
presented in the name of the
electric project alone, he conducted or assisted at 13 work- President of the United
States.
shops and won champion
In 1976, ,4-H members aratings for five years on the
gain can share in achievement
county level.
awards sponsored by the
As they "reached for the
Fund. National and presidentop," all the 1975 achievement winners gained a broad- tial awards winners will be
er knowledge of agriculture, honored at the 55th National
4-H. Congress, Nov. 28-Dec. 2
home,. economics and other
-411 lalojeLt arear.-They stud- in Chic-ago.
ied, adapted and applied the
Other awards are medals
of honor to as many as four
latest practices and research
findings in these fields to im- 4-H'ers per county, and an
prove everyday living for expense-paid trip to Congress
for one boy or girl from each
themselves, their families and
their communities. A-..1 they
state.
developed the practical skills
Winners are selected by
that. lead to more efficient, the Extension Service.
pitfitAble 4-H project work. Additional information is
available from county
extension agent-S-.

Speedline

. • • News Notes For Farmers

By GARY HUDDLESTON
Voting delegates to a special
Kentucky Farm Bureau
convention in Louisville
October 19 decided to keep the
organization's annual
minimum dues at $10 per
member family.
The delegates rejected, by a
vote 498 to 312, a proposal by a
Program Evaluation Committee to expand Farm
Bureau's legislative, information and field services
programs, and to increase
minimum dues to $15 per
member per year. The
changes would have become
effective in 1977.

New federal estate tax
credits plus some revised
grain inspection standards
highlighted farm-related
-legislation passed by the 94th
Congress, according to Bob
Wade, president of Kentucky
Farm Bureau.
Wade summarized the work
of the lawmakers in a recent
following
interview,
A Consumer Tip
adjournment
Congressional
from Extension Specialists at
October 2.
the UK College of Agriculture
Estate tax reform was a
Some meats and meat major legislative victory for
substitutes give you more farmers,
said,
Wade
protein than others, accord- culminating more than two
ing to, consumer economists
with the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service. You get the most
protein for your dollar when
you buy, dry beans. American
cheese, eggs, peanut butter,
canned tuna, whole chicken,
hamburger and tiamtoluriar,.
with soy added. 11*"

New Fee

CHICKEN THIGHS _
Chicken thighs are approximately 60 per cent
edible, according to the
441 achievers "reach for the top" in a broad range of projects National Broiler Council.
and.activities supervised by the Cooperative Extension Service. Each thigh yields about 2-1t
075 national 4-H achievement winners-representing Calif., ounces of meat and provides
III., Neb., N.Y., N.C., Okla., Pa. and Wash.-were awarded about a fourth of the recomprotein
daily
S'00 Henry Ford ll scholarships and posed with mended
-representatives -of -F-ord- -Motor •Company -Fund at the 54th allowance for the average
National 4-H Congress in Chicago.
adult.

Notice
Free Interest Available
Immediately on
New and Use Combines

•

On sales of combines made from October 19th, 1976 through
December 31st, 1976 financed by International Harvester Credit
Corporation

INTEREST WILL BE WAIVED UNTIL AUGUST 1st, 1977
This program is good for both new and used combines. Take this
opportunity to see our selection of combines in stock and save
yourself some money.

Purchase
EQUIPMENT CO.INC.
Hwy. 94E Phone 1534215

Schedule
Announced

ATLANTA, Ga. —The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has announced a new
fee schedule for the voluntary
federal meat grading service
based on current cost of
performing the work.
The Agricultural Marketing
-Act of 1946 requires Collection
of fees approximately equal to
the cost of the service rendered. Therefore, effective
Oct. 24, the fee will be $17 per
hour for work performed
between 6 a. m. and 6 p. m.
Monday through Friday; $20
per hour for work on Saturday
and Sunday and between 6 p.
m. and 6 a. m. Monday
through Friday; and $34 per
hour for work on national
holidays. The current fees,
respectively, are $16.20 per
hour, $19.20 per hour, and
•
.
$32.40 per hour.
According to USDA's
Agricultural Marketing
Service AMS), which administers the grading service,
the changes are necessary to
reflect salary increases effective Oct. 10 and significant
increases in associated costs
of providing and administering the program.
Also effective Oct. 24, per
diem charges to meat grading
applicants will be increased
from $33 per day to $35 per day
and mileage charges increased from 13 cents per mile
to 14 cents per mile. These
changes are needed to offset
increased per diem and
mileage rates paid to federal
employees effective Oct. 3,
under Public Law 94-22.
Regulations governing the
meat grading service are
being amended to provide for
the new hourly fees.
Dried bits and pieces of
cheese can always'be grated
or ground to be stored in
covered glass jars. Use them
for sprinkling _and enriching
soups, casseroles, vegetables,
hot breads,rolls and muffins.

Farmer
to
Farmer

years work to ease the burden
of these taxes on farm
families.
The final version contained
in an omnibus tax change
measure accomplished most
of Farm Bureau's objectives,
as contained in the original
reform legislation introduced
in 1974. Farm Bureau had
sought to increase exemption
levels, update the marital
deduction and change the
appraisal procedures for
fariMairdtricludedin estates.
The grain inspection bill,
passed the final day of the
Congressional session after

Marty Carraway, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Carraway, has been
selected as FFA Member
of the Month for Department by the Calloway
County High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of America. Marty
was selected as a result
of his contribution and effort during the FFA Annual Farm Tractor Pull. He
is a sophomore and a
member of the FFA
Cooperative Committee.

Most Kentucky farmers
began a year's exemption
from Occupational Safety and
Act
Health
(OSHA)
October
1,
regulations
following passage of an
amendment to a federal appropriations measure.
The exemption,.which frees
farmers with 10 or fewer.
employees, applies to all
OSHA standards, including
tractor rollbars, anhydrous
handling,
ammonia
machinery shielding and
pulpwood logging rules.
In addition, the controversy
over proposed farm field
sanitation standards has
probably been rendered moot,
at least among small farmers,
by the exemption. That OSHA
classic would have mandated
portable toilets and handwashing facilities within a
five-minute walk of farm
workers.
The -major hitch in- the
exemption involves its temporary nature. Since it was
tacked onto an appropriations

/8#1F

BIG on power,
.H.-1 BIG on comfort
,• •Steiger tractors!
THE FASTEST WAY
- TO PLANT YOUR
WHEAT CROP IS
WITH STEIGER!
CHOOSE FROM 9 MODELS
A Steiger tractor is a very special tractor
Especially designed tor getting the gob
done fast and efficiently. Come in and
check over the features—test drive one,
if you like.
See for yourself—big power; hanoiing- - ease and comfort. There are nine models,
eight engine choices-210 up to 325 hp.
Pressurized 2-door Safari cab is standard on most models Heater/air conditioner and AM/FM stereo radio and tape
deck are standard too. There's never been a lineup of four-wheel-drive tractors like the new Steiger tractors—Wildcat. Bearcat, Cougar and Panther.
Stop in and check out the big value in
four-wheel-drive tractors: the Steiger •
tractors.

NOTICE
CHECK FOR DETAILS ON THE
STEIGER WAIVER OF INTEREST PROGRAM
WHICH IS BEING OFFERED
FOR A 1.IMITED TIME
TM

a

llSTEIGER TRACTORINC

TOMMY'S
E
QUIPMENT
CO.
OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU
SATURDAY
PHONE 2174020 PHONE 753-7152 AMR 5 PM
AMMON 121 & SEDALIA ROAD MAYHEW, KY.

ill
8811

When You Deal With Us

1977 Model
60 series, 15 ft. Omaha beds,
52" side, steel floor and twin
hoist, 900 tires all around, mud
and snow on rear. 2 speed axle,
power steering, all heavy duty
equipment on this truck.
$11,000.

$11,000
also
1976 Model, 60 series, 14 ft.
bed, with wood floor, 42" grain
side, single hoist.,

$9,300
Lime Spreader
1-1977 Model 65 series, 5 speed, all heavy duty
equipment, Fountain lime spreader.

$12,400
1-1976 Model 65 series, 5 speed, all heavy duty
equipment, Foim/ain lime spreader.

$11,600

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Jimmy
Carter
is your
best bet!
Paqi for by Col/ow:ay Covn
by Democratic Comm,b.bee
Betty Lowry treasurer

four months of deadlock, also
closely paralleled Farm
Bureau policy on the subject,
•
Wade noted.
The compromise version
provides for state or federal
inspection of grain at export
ports, and retains provisions
allowing state or private inspection, under strict standards, at inland terminals and
elevators.
Farm Bureau had argued
against all-federal grain inspection, saying The cost of
such a system would far
outweigh its benefits to farmers. However, the changes
finally agreed to were
necessary to ensure that grain
shipped to overseas customers
has the same high quality it
has when sold by farmers,
Wade said.

10 workers, and exempt from
the rules on another days.
Farm legislative spokesmen
say an effort to make the
exemption permanent is a
certainty when Congress
reconvenes next year.

bill, the exemption is effective
only as long as the parent
measure — one year. In addition, a legal question
remains as to whether a
farmer could be subject to
OSHA on days that he employs

641 South

Salesmen: Hugh Wright I. H. Nix & Jan Dalton

753-1617
•
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Food Marketing Alert

flea beetles.
As a matttr of tact, .the
researchers found no diffei
ences in insect damage;, plant
Vigor or average yield per
plant in the check plots and
the companion treated plots
According to UK garden
specialist C.R. Robert,
similar results were obtained
by UK horticultural students
in a course where they too
evaluated companion crops in
a vegetable garden.
As before, 'this is not to
belittle companion planting
in an effort to repel insects
far from it This 'is merely to
report on the results of two
scientific experiments in the
nvver -ending __search _for_
better and safer means of pest
control.

Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
47
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
As of mid-October, the production in Nov. will be at or winter pear varieties will be be record high and some
a's table per cent more than the 1976
supply situation in November near its seasonal low,it should plentiful. Californi
This is by no means an was planted. No pesticides These researchers concluded
be well above its previous rape crop is forecast 12 per crop. Walnuts. . . plentiful
is expected to look like this...
exbut
supplies
3
yearly
and
1975,
-year
to debunk the idea, were used at any time on the from all their data that the
average
n
attempt
below
cent
productio
with the 1976
RED MEATS
abundant. pected to be around 4 per cent but no doubt you have heard plots. The companionate co m pa n ionate combination
Beef . . . plentiful. Output levels. Sept. milk production will be seasonally
on is less than the record 1975 crop. and read that injurious insects plantings had the companion of plant species used in this
will likely average 3-5 per cent was up over 6 per cent from Cranberry producti
1975 and nearly 7 per forecast at 9 per cent above Pecans. . . light. The 1976 can be almost as effectively plants dispersed at 2 feet, 9 test showed no measurable or
above record level of year Sept,
from the 1973-75 Sept. 1975's crop and the second production is Attimated to be controlled in the garden by feet, 16 feet, and 23 feet in visible indication of offering
earlier and exceed the 1973-75 cent
In Aug., butter largest crop of record.
less than half the 1976 crop and companion planting of vege- the rows. All weeding was protection from insect
average for Nov. by 10 per average.
and
fruits
n
citrus,
14
per
was
Fresh
cent
productio
a little lower than the 1974 tables as by the use of poison
of
done by hand or- mechanical damage. In other words, marl
cent. Larger supplies
than Aug. 1975 and 7 juices... plentiful. Early mid- production.
- goirks---chti not protect beenOUS sprays- and -dusts.-1f, for-- means: feedlot-finished beef will higher
navel orange GRAINS & LEGUMES
and
on
—
segs
1973-75
than
higher
cenf
"fier
gain.
Orche
all
account for
example, you plant radishes
And what-Weie the results plants froth bean beetles or
Rice. . . plentiful with 1976 with melons and cucumbers obtained by this experiment? catnip protect eggplant horn
adequate. Aug, average; American production points to a record
Pork . .
is forecast at 16 per production forecast at 112
Prduction rates expected to cheese production was up 34 crop and
last season. million cwt., 12 per cent below or tomatoes with cabbage,
above
cent
and
cent;
29
per
and
cent
per
equal Oct. levels and be up 16(excluding last year but 1 per cent over striped cucumber beetles or
uit
n
Grapefr
18 per cent from reduced level nonfat dry milk productio
n outside the 1973-75 average. Decrease the imported cabbage worms
of year earlier and some 6 per was up 9 per cent from the California productio
forecast from 1975 is due to smaller will 'make themselves scarce,
is
valleys)
per
3
desert
the
down
but
cent over the 3-year average previous Aug.
some gardeners believe.
up 13 per cent harvested acreage.
record,
average
a
at
-year
3
the
from
cent
for Nov.
it is true that many
--While
of
Stocks
a
season.
last
with
from
month.
the
for
Wheat. . . plentiful
POULTRY & EGGS
ted orange large carry-in and production- harmful insects are indeed
concentra
frozen
butter
of
stocks
al
Commerci
.
.
plentiful.
.
Broiler-fryers
beginning of indicated at 2,127 million finicky eaters -and
-Nov__Inaritating will be about at,the beginning of Sept. were Juice at. the
October were 9 per cent more bushels, slightly less than last type of a vegetable over
10 per cent more than year over 150 per cent higher than
than the amount reported last year's record crop but 13 per another, there is no scientific
earlier and 7 per cent higher the same time last year and 45
year.
cent above the 3-year average. proof that one plant planted
than the Nov. 1973-75 average. per cent above the previous 3.
.
.
1;
fruits
Sept.
noncitrus
for
Cann
average
year
Corn . . . plentiful. alongside another will repel
. adequate. Nov.
Eggs.
plentiful from this year's Production is forecast at a insects There is, however,
output is expected to be American cheese, up 20 per
production. Canners' carry-in record 5,865 million bushels, 2 some scientific evidence
slightly above last year's level cent and 16 per cent; nonfat
but approximately the same dry milk, up 66 per cent from stocks of canned peaches on per cent above the 1975 crop it will not.
Back in 1972, .entomul,
as the most recent 3-year Sept. 1, 1975 but 13 per cent June 1 were up 42 per cent and 9 per cent above the latest
below the 1973-75 average for from year earlier. The 1976 3-year average.
'gists at Pennsylvania State
average for the month.
supply should be plentiful.
Dry beans . . . plentiful. University underto9k a study
Turkey . . . plentiful. New Sept. 1.
crop marketings in Nov. are FRUITS, VEGETABLES A . June 1 canners' stocks of Production forecast at 17.5 of the effectiveness of comcanned pears were down million cwt., 2 per cent above panion planting in insect conanticipated to be some 7 per NUTS
.
.
.
fruits
moderately from last year. the 1975 crop but 3 per cent trol. These researchers took
noucitrus
Fresh
cent more than a year ago and
to approximate the 3-year plentiful. Although the 1976 The 1976 supply should be near below the 1973-75 average. Dry six plant species long reputed
peas. . . adequate. Production to be useful in keeping insects
average for the month. Nov. 1 commercial apple crop is the high level of last season.
Dried prunes . . . plentiful. of 2 million cwt is 25 per cent
cold storage holdings ex- forecast at 13 per cent less
oft six other plants.
pected to be about 20 per cent than 1975's record output and 5 California 1976 production under last year and 20 per cent
The plants selected for this
cent
per
7
be
d
to
average.
utilized
1974
the
estimate
below
below the 1973-75
more than last year and 16 per per cent
were: radisOes to protect
test
Charles B. Stark; Sandra; Jerry,
cent above the 3-year average. crop, supplies will continue higher than last year and
s from the striped
The Star-Lu Herd owned and operated by Mr. & Mrs.
cucumber
than
higher
per
cent
13
.
West
some
abundant
y
PTION
seasonall
d and Grade Jerseys. In
Registere
POULTRY CONSUM
both
with
1950
Therefore, the Nov. supply
in
ed
establish
was
and his wife, Melisa,
beetle, snap beans to-protect .
d Holstein heifers
Registere
3
JUMPS IN '75
purchase
to
them
would.be up about 16 per cent coast pear crop is 6 per cent _ 1974 crop. Raisins ...light. No
1958 Glen Sims, Co. 4-H Agent, encouraged
Colorado
dairy queen, became old
district
tonsumers in 1975 spent potatoes from the
current
the
from year-earlier levels and a higher than last year's official estimate to date but
Sandra,
when
1968,
by
project.
for Jerry's 4-H
to be about five per cent of their potato beetle, onions to ward
today Calloway County's only (X) per
record large supply for any production and 4 per cent 1976 production expected
enough for 4-H activities, the herd was and remains
rs
leafhoppe
and
flies
rust
Heavy
will
1975.
off
than
lower
much
pears
Bartlett
budget
1974.
above
food
official test in 1962, with a record of
billion
$159
DHIA
total
month.
cent Registered Holstein Herd. The herd went on
still be available but supplies rainfalls in Sept. during raisin ($7.652 billion) on poultry, from carrots, marigolds to
ME's figure is 17,354 lbs. of milk
DHIR
Today's
fat.
butter
MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS
of
lbs.
9,575 lbs. of milk and 353
in
result
y.
will
period
beetle
drying
seasonall
bean
be
Mexicar
the
declining
the
in
will
keep
ts
economis
to
.
.
.
according
products
Milk and dairy
and 6341bs.of butter fat on 75 head.
milk cows,four Excellent cows and two Gold
United States Department of oft snap beans, catnip with
plentiful. Although milk Anjous and other fall and heavy crop losses.
The farm has developed twelve 100,000 lb.
Processed vegetables. . . Agriculture.
Carolina and New York on the East Coast;
North
eggplant to protect the egg
from
sold
been
Medal Cows. Cattle have
plentiful. Although adverse
the North to the Gulf Coast on the South.
on
This was 10 per cent above plant from flea beetles, and
Michigan
and to California on the West; from
vreatjer reduced canned packs the 86.945 billion spent on thyme to keep cabbage
breeding establishments as well as to
Star-I,u Farms has sold bulls to three major artificial
of some vegetables below poultry in 1974 and only worms away from cabbage.
.
Michigan
and
e
Tennesse
,
many breeder herds in Kentucky
expectations, large carryover slightly below the record
are special mated for two artificial breeding establishvegetable crop plot
cows
Each
three
time,
present
the
At
stocks were partially off- $7.763 billion expended in 1973.
record for Wes/ Ky. on butter fat. Her
was a single row 30 feet long
ments. One of these cows, Brenda, holds the official
setting. Supplies of all prin1,034 lbs. of butter fat. . this year
About four-fifths of the with a spacing of 10 feet
milk,
of
lbs.
26,538
last lactation record was 364 days,
cipal canned vegetables ex- poultry consumed in 1975 was
and 838 Ills of butter fat. doing even better in224 days,she has 20,186 lbs of milk
cept asparagus are estimated estimated to be broiler-fryers, between each plot. There
cow in West Ky. history to make an
first
the
was
Regina,
herd,
Another great cow in the
to be well above the 1973-75 amounting to some $6.16 were check plots also planted
"Raget," is the highest classified
darn,
official record of over 1,000 lbs. of butter fat. her
where no companion plant
average. Supplies of major billion in sales.
Medal. Her granddaughter and
Gold
91-2E,
,
excellent
is
She
bull.
Ned
daughter of the great
frozen vegetables are 6 per
Brenda's daughter are also under contract.
cent more than 1973-75
average. Holdings of frozen
sweet corn and green peas
Under Federal law, no payments
exceed their respective 3-year
average by 27 per cent and 18
can be made to you before you reach
percent.
2, unless you become per1
age 59/
Potato, sweetpotato and
according to USDA's Animal
ATLANTA, Ga.- A total of
manently disabled. If your death
and Plant Health Inspection
onion supplies . . . plentiful.
tests were conducted
The fall crop of potatoes for 790,107
Serice( APHIS ). Research has
should occur sooner, funds in your
for equine infectious anemia
299.8
record
a
is
storage
that all test-positive
account will be paid to your named
or swamp fever) - a shown
million cwt., 9 per cent above (EIA
have EIA-virus.
animals
adult
the
-during
of horses
beneficiary. You must begin to
1975 and 10 per cent above the disease
to be no
seems
there
And,
year ending June 30,
1973-75 average. Frozen potato fiscal
the rule that once
to
receive payments from your acexception
1.28
or
10,076
these,
Of
stocks are 29 per cent above 1976.
infected by the EIA
Rugged New Styling distincount by the time you reach age
per cent were positive, ac- a horse is
Operating donveni•nc• end
average.Sweetpotatoes are at
the virus in its
retains
it
4,rishes-the ME 285 as theter
virus,
DepartS.
Comfort stand out when you
U.
the
to
cording
the
to
2.
1
70/
addition
itrig
latest
million
13.8
of
seasonal peak
mb up on this sturdy tractor
blood throughout its lifetime.
USDA).
re
I
Agricultu
of
ment
-Ferguson line of farm
Massey
Deluxe seat rs standard equipcwt., 2 per cent more than
To actually receive the funds, you
EIA tests were conducted in
tractors Available in standard
affects only
fever
Se/ampment controts are easy to reach
private
reported in 1975 and 3 per cent
or
r :earance and loi-proble models
state
newly designed clutch and
simply notify us of the date you wish
horses, ponies, mules, 110
the new MI 285 looks and perby
more than the4973-75 average.
approved
brake pedals push fonvard for
ies
laborator
is
There
zebras.
--and
big
class
the
donkeys
like
rorms
supply
will
easier Operation
payments to begin. We
Coggins ( agar-gel
The 1976 storage onion crop is
handles like the snaati ones
no vaccine to prevent the USDA. The
was
test
forecast at a record 16.9
)
ffusion
you wan the appropriate forms,
inununodi
cure.
disease and no known
million cwt., (excluding the
by APHIS in August
upon which you can elect to receive
The virus is spread from in- accepted
of
bulk
the
California crop,
official method for
the
as
1973
by
animals
fected to healthy
either a lump sum or periodic anof the EIA
which is processed), 20 per
carriers
detecting
biting flies and contaminated
•
Full 00 hp ic
cent above last year's
nunity payments.
virus.
as
such
instruments
'
new ME ;•49`•
fiscal
previous
moderate output and 16 per
the
During
;
economy r
hypodermic needles.
conducted"
cent above the 1973-75
• •
haw, cyhndee.
Healthy horses can be year, the test was
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,
.•r•
r
enr;
Perkins diesel
and, 10,468 or
average.
protected only by isolating or 621,030 times;
••
power here In h
first hand,how such an account might benefit you.
positive.
were
Peanuts . . . plentiful.
cent
per
acreage mach,. •
removing EIA Virus carriers, 1.57
Commercial stocks on Aug. 31
,
..aeat,O,ty ht,
tight sp0h,
were 3 per cent lower than a
year ago. The 1976 production
is estimated to be 50 per cent
lower than the record 1975
crop. Almonds. . plentiful.
California 1976 crop expects to
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ATTENTION
MR,FARMER

When Can I Begin
To Receive Payments?

Swamp Fever Tests
Conducted By USDA

Check the outstanding
big tractor features
of this 80-hp go-getter

••,•

Bank ofFDICMurray

Buy New Ford Tractors & Implements

NO INTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1977
1st Payment January, 1978
Here are a few customer advantages —
• Interest Free - Use equipment six months at Ford's expense.• Take Advantage - Of year-end investment tax credit.•
Beat Inflation - Buy at this year's prices. Pay with next year's
dollars • Use - Present equipment equity as down payment.

BUYNOW AND SAVE
At

CTOR
FORD TRAMayfiel
GARNER Highwa
d, Ay:
y 45

Phone 247-7408

Formers Grain
And Seed Co.

Murray's fas test unloading facilities
Buyers of

CORN•SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Easy Servicing of air clear.-- cooler. radiator and hydra:Jiic
•-•es results from quickly remov
ghlle screens and side
up fn.-J..? Fiat,nry is also ilp

Distributors Of

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404

•
Don Boaz, Owner - Robby Meador, Mgr:

Three-Point Lintnage
is standmd en."

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
Industrial Rd.,

753-1319
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Deaths and Funerals

Tappan. . .
(Continued from Page 1)

Services For Dr.
Markham Are Held
Today In Mayfteld

Funeral Services

Services Field For
Mr. Melvin Miller

Held Sunday For
Paschall E. Knight

company termed "normal or
100 per cent." The plant was
averaging work rates for
employes at 181 per cent at the
time the strike was initiated,
he said.
"A person who works at a
normal pace all day long could
be said to be working at aq00
per cent rate," said Rushing.
The hourly base rate for an
employe working at that level
then, he said, was $2.69 plus 64
cents for cost of living.
Various incentive rates were
in effect for different employes along the production
line, he said.
Recent proposals by the
company, Rushing said, would
result in those rates being
about 33 per cent less than
before the plant was hit by the
work stoppage."A person who
worked at a 181 per cent rate
... the average rate before the
strike ... would be drawing
pay for about a 130 per cent
rate." That, he added, would
be costing production workers
"$1 and up an hour" in
reduced wages.
"That was and is the biggest
issue and the international is
trying to ignore it," he said.
David
According
to
Dickson, general manager of
the Murray plant, the company "at the request of the
international, had made some
changes in the proposal, but
that all of the changes had
been withdrawn because of
the refusal by the local to
recommend the proposal to
the membership."
That proposal change apparently dealt with production
standards and incentive rates.
••I said at the Indianapolis
meeting that I • could not
recommend to the membership that elected me to
represent them that they buy
something that will cost them
$1 an hour and up," Rushing
said. He said he explained the
company's proposal to the
membership at subsequent
meeting and "they agreed
with me then. . .if they vote
yes on this ballot, then they've
changed their minds."
Attempts to reach Region 3
UAW Director Dallas Sells in
Indianapolis for comment on
the issue were unsuccessfill
this morning.

State Leaders Swap Charges Over
Advertisement In State Newspapers
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky Democratic and
Republican leaders have
swapped charges over an
advertisement on behalf of
President Ford which appeared in two major state
newspapers — and which one
of the newspapers initially
refused to publish.
Dale Sights, the Henderson
businessman who heads
Jimmy Carter's campaign in
Kentucky, said Sunday that
the advertisements were "a
scare-type tactic that's used
when defeat is imminent. It is
an attempt to take people's
minds
off
their
real
Problems."
And Gov. Julian Carroll, one
of Carter's earliest and
staunchest supporters, accused the Republicans of
failing to adhere to the-can-

didates' promise, made in last is in charge of advertising, sonally opposed to abortion,
Friday night's television said that several hours after but would not work for a
debate, "to quit slinging mud the first draft was rejected, constitutional amendment to
Services for Dr. 0. C.
services for
Funeral
and to stick to the issues."
Markham, president of MidRepublican representatives overturn the high court's
Paschall E. ( Pack ) Knight
But the chairman of Ford's returned with a revised notice, abortion ruling.
Continent Baptist Bible
were held Sundarat 2:30 p.m.
Kentucky campaign, Hal which was accepted for
College in Mayfield since 1957,
The items that elicited the
at the chapel of the BlalockRogers, said that the two publication.
were held today at 2 p. m. at
criticism from Sights
most
Coleman Funeral Home with
newspapers involved — the "There were several minor dealt with gun control, defense
the First Baptist Church in
Rev. Gerald Owen officiating
Lexingt*7Herald-Leader and changes that our lawyers felt and "leadership by example."
Mayfield with Dr. John
and Mrs. Otto Erwin as
the Courier-Journal and it advisable for them to make
Huffman officiating.
On defense,for example,the
organist.
Louisville Times — would not and they complied," Buchart notice stated that while Ford,
Dr. Markham was killed in a
-Pallbearers were Clyde
have printed the advertisment said.
traffic accident Friday near
a Republican, has "worked to
Steele, Gilbert Grogan, Ora
were it "not truthful.
Rogers conceded that he insure America's superiority
Dover, Tenn., while returning
Lee Elkins, Goodie Brayboy,
"The truth hurts," declared had been asked to make over the Soviet Union," Carter
from a Baptist meeting there.
Euin Willoughby and Calvin
Rogers, who is Pulaski several changes in the original advocates "cutting the
Dr. Markham, 75, was born
Hall. Burial was in the
County commonwealth at- draft, but added they were defense budget by $15 billion."
in Giles County, near Pulaski,
McCuiston Cemetery.
torney.
"nothing significant"
Tenn.
Sights said that Carter's
Mr. Knight, age 70, died at
Late Sunday night, a vice The advertisements, each of position has been that he could
A noted educator and
11:10 a. m. Friday at the
president with the Courier- which were less than a quarter cut $5 billion to $7 billion from
minister, his pastorates inMurray-Calloway County
Journal and Louisville Times of a page, carried an item by the Pentagon's budget by
cluded those in Brighton,
Hospital. He is survived by his
confirmed
that
the item comparison of 'Ford's reducing .waste and inefTenn., and the First Baptist
wife, Mrs. Mona Knight; two
newspapers had required and Carter's positions on eight ficiency.
Church in Hickman from
daughters,
Mrs.
Dave
changes in the first draft of the issues.
which he joined the full-time
Rogers, however, said that
Anderson of Bloomfield Hills,
Republican advertisement.
Seven of the • issues the Democrat originally
staff of the Mid Continent
Mich., and Mrs. JamesMaurice-J. Buchart-Jr.,-who discussed-were-- the-- same- in
Baptist Bible College where he
afled foi-a $13-billion defense
Pitocco of Novi, Mich.; one
both newspapers, but "a budget reduction.
has served for 27 years since
brother, Earl Knight of Selma,
comparison of the candidate's
its inception.
On -leadership by examInd.; three half-sisters, Mrs.
views on busing in the Courier- ple," the advertisement called
He attended_ Middle TenLaVelle K. Myers, Mrs. Linda
Journal and Times ad- Ford "a good and decent
nessee State University,
K. Little and Mrs. La Verne K.
vertisement was replaced man." Carter, it said in a
received his BA degree from
Davis all of South Haven,
with a comparison of their reference to the candidate's
Union University in Jackson,
Miss.; one half-brother, Joe D.
stands on amnesty for Viet- interview with Playboy
Tenn., in 1938, and was
Knight of South Haven, Miss.;
nam War draft resisters in the magazine, "uses filthy
granted his Doctor of Divinity
eight grandchildren.
Herald Leader.
degree on June 3, 1973, from
language in an x-rated
.There was also one marked magazine to tell America his
William
Carter College ,in
_
Collins was - one of five -differenc'e between the texts of
-SAN FRANCISCO( AP)— A
Goldsboro, N. C.
persons aboard the 42-foot the advertisements in the two views on morals."
young
sailor
is
safe
and
Rogers said that statement
Dr. Markham was a
heading home after 28 days ketch Spirit, which was en newspapers.
member of the Historical
is "about as accurate as you
route
to
San
Francisco
from
adrift in the Pacific Ocean,
In the Louisville newspaper, can get. If those words were so
Commission of the Kentucky
Funeral services for Buell
during which he went without Hawaii when it broke up and the notice said that Carter that you can't repeat them
Baptist Convention; finance W. Edmonds were held this
in
food and buried two com- sank during a violent storm "supports the Supreme Court public, I will stand by
committee of the Southern morning ( Monday) at ten a.
the
27.
Sept.
panions at sea.
decision allowing abortions on
Accrediting Association of m. at the chapel of the
Durel Miller, 28, and Nancy demand." In the Lexington characterization of them as
Bob Summers, a former
The Coast Guard rescued
filthy."
Bible
Institutes,- Bible Blalock-Coleman Funeral
social worker in the ghettos of
Bruce Collins, 23, of Glendale, Perry, 21, both of San newspaper, the reference to
Sights replied that Carter's
Colleges
and
Bible Home with Bro. John Dale and Houston,
Texas, will speak
Calif., Sunday and said he was Anselmo, Calif., were rescued the Supreme Court was background is "impeccably
Seminaries, and the First Bro. Harold Irvan officiating
in
one
raft
Oct.
18
after
24
days
Tuesday and Wednesday,
suffering
from "acute
deleted, making it read, clean," and that "if any
Baptist Church in Mayfield.
and Jim Hurt leading the October 26 and 27 at the
malnutrition and dehydration adrift.
Carter "supports abortion on prospective leader exudes the
Survivors include his wife, singing.
They provided the first word demand."
Maranatha Christian Center.
and numerous body sores." .
example of morality, it is
Mrs. . Annie
Catherine
Pallbearers were James
of the sinking and triggered
Collins
was
Carter has said he is per- Jimmy Carter."
being
fed
Markham; a son, Charles Harris, Calvert Harris, Mark
intravenously
and
was the search for their three
Markham, Lexington; a Cunningham, Richarti
sleeping
normally,
the
Coast
, companions, who were in a
brother, J. Marvin Markham, Edmonds, Franklin Rushing,
larger raft outfitted with some
Guard
added.
Pulaski, Tenn., and a sister, and Gary Cooper. Burial was
A week-long air search drinking water but no food.
Mrs. Marcus Tidwell, Old in the Murray City Cemetery.
Collins was spotted about 80
across 40,000 square miles of
Hickory, Tenn.
Mr. Edmonds, age 81, died
ocean ended when Collins' raft miles from where Miller and
at 2:55 a. m. Saturday at the
was spotted about 780 miles Miss Perry were rescued by a
Vlurray-Calloway County
passing freighter.
west of here.
Hospital. He was born on
Collins told the Coast Guard
He was rescued two hours
August 11, 1895, in Calloway
Tyre, Lebanonte--rdtirth
BEIRUT,TheIllanon (AP) —
later by a Coast Guard cutter that his two companions on the
County and his parents were
that radioed that the survivor raft, Jim Ahola and Camilla The cease-fire continued in largest city, 1.4con the cast 15
the late Alois and Willie Short
was., "mentally alert and Arthur, died last week and Beirut today, but right-wing miles north of the border and
Edmonds. He and his wife,
Christian forces eontinued 60 miles south of Beirut.
knows where he is." The that they were buried at sea.
Mrs. Dale M. (Ernestine) Betty
Harris Edmonds, were
He said Ahola, 25, who their
against Nabatiyeh, 15 miles east of
drive
cutter is expected to reach
Jones of Dexter Route One, married
October 3, 1912.
skippered the Spirit, died Oct. Palestinians in southern Tyre, is crowded with Moslem
port here Tuesday night.
Palestine Community, died at
Mr. Edmonds was retired
19 and Miss Arthur, 21, died Lebanon.
refugees who have fled the41%
7:45 a. in. Sunday at the district manager
of the Valley
two
days
later.
southern
Both
were
war. Loss of the two
Both
Christian
and
Moslem
Murray-Calloway County Counties
Farmers Co-op. He
from San Anselmo.
spokesmen agreed that the towns would force the
Hospital. She was 51 years of was a member
of the Seventh
No further details on the 57th cease-fire of the Lebanese Palestinians to
back to
age and death followed an arid Poplar Church
of Christ.
were available.
deaths
civil war was a 90 per cent Sidon, 25 miles south of Beirut.
extended illness.
_Survivors include his wife,
Collins' parents, who live in success in the capital Sunday,
The
leftist
Lebanese
Mrs. Jones was born on Mrs. Betty
Harris Edmonds;
Walnut
Creek,
Calif.,
said
Moslems
they
sent a note to the
the
day
fourth
truce.
of
the
November 7, 1924, in Calloway daughter,
Mrs.0.L.(Vernell)
were greatly relieved to learn Hospitals reported no deaths Arab League summit conCounty and her parents are Cain of Almo
Route One;
Bob Summers
their
son was safe — and during the last 24 hours in the ference opening in Cairo
Olva M. and Beulah Holland grandson,
FRANKFORT; Ky.(Ap) — 'to be , returned to cities and
Dan Cain of St.
htiped he might change city.
today. It--charged that Israel
Bob and his wife, Jo An are A special committee dealing
Towery, who survive. She and
counties. A bill draft offered careers.
Mo.; three great involved in three major
was openly providing military
But
Beirut
one
newspaper
her husband, Dale M. Jones Louis,
with reorganization of Kengrandchildren, .Danna, outreach
Kenneth Collins said his son warned: "The Cairo Arab support for the Christian drive
ministries: a tucky's lower court system by Rep. Charles Wible, Dwere married September 23, Melissa,
and Tyler Cain.
Christian-nature-basics has approved a plan to give Owensboro, would return the was an experienced seaman summit faces the challenge of to seize control of the south
1939. She was a member of the
net court revenue of the who, with a friend, had sailed rescuing the
some
magazine "New Earth Kentucky 134 district judges.
mini-summit and establish a security belt
Ledbetter Baptist Church.
district
courts to cities and a 31-foot trimaran from ceasefire resolution by against Palestinian guerrilla
MOWA.A1
Journal:" Wildwood School, a
Survivors are her husband, 0:401116
A
survey
by
the
ad4
training school of evangelism ministrative office of the counties. That plan will be Hawaii to New Zealand about checking the southern war. raids into Israel.
Dale M. Jones; her parents,
a year ago.
Kings and presidents of the
stock
Prices
of
local
of
Otherwise we shall have to
interest
young adults; and courts has established the given additional study.
at
for
noon
Mr. and Mrs. Olva M. Towery EDT, today, furnished
to the Ledger &
He had passed a job offer settle for a minipeace."
Arab countries gathered in the
Under Wible's plan, the
of Dexter Route One; two Times by First Michigan, Corp., of "Backyard," a Christian number and would provide at
television
"Our forces already have Egyptian capital to ratify the
program for least two district judges in money returned to a city or with a big accounting firm to
daughters,
Mrs.
John Murray,are as follows cruise the South Seas and liberated 75 per cent of the new peace plan agreed to last
children.
county
criminal
in
cases
44% unc
(Lawanda) Harmon of 1608 Heublein Inc.
each
four-county
judicial
McDonadds Corp....
49'4 +
Both Mr. and Mrs.Summers district. No judge would serve would be in proportion to the hoped someday to become a southern_ regions from week by Palestinian leader
Sunset Murray and Miss Lesa Ponderosa Systems
. 64 unc
graduated
Houston
number of convictions on master mariner, his father Palestinians and their leftist Yasir Arafat, President Hafez
Sam
from
36% +4
Jones of Dexter Route One; Kimberly Clark
more than two counties.
Union Carbide
59% -4
State University. She began -The Special Committee on criminal charges occurring in said.
allies," said a communique Assad of Syria and President
three sons, Larry Jones of St. W.R. Grace
264 -4
"We hoped he would change from the new Christian Elias Sarkis of Lebanon in
teaching junior high school, Implementation
the city or county and tried in
26% unc
Louis, Mo., Gary Jones of Texaco
of
the
General Elec.
524 -4
his mind," said Mrs. Collins. "Army for the Defense of the Riyadh,Saudi Arabia.
while he began a special Judicial Article
Almo Route One and Michael GAF Corp
also has district court-compared to "Maybe that's
1144 -%
why he was South."
teaching
project
ghetto
in
the
the
number
total
statewide
Georgia
of
Pacific
36
-f-t4
Jones of Dexter Route One.
approved a proposal to give
Pfizer
27's -4
coming back here, to settle
to salvage young people. This the Department of
criminal
It said the Palestinian
offenses
that
are
Two grandchildren also Jen Walters
35+4 -4
Finance
Sebscribers
MISS YOU R PAPER?",
down."
"Operation and Administration
project
guerrillas' main staging bases
tried in district courts.
1(irsch
14% -4
survive.
responDisney
41% -4
Wastebasket"
subject
was
on
the
the
Hermon
slopes of Mt.
in
vdto have
Funeral services - will be Franklin Mint
sibility for determining how
274 +%
The amount returned in civil
received
of Bob's first book ME THE court-generated
their hom••
southeast Lebanon and along
held at the chapel of the
revenues
are
would
cases
be
proportional
Prices of stocks of local interest at
delivered copy of The
FLU NKIE,now a forthcoming
the southernmost 20-mile
Blalock-Coleman Funeral noon today furnished
to the Ledger &
to the number of civil cases
Morray ledger 6 Times by
movie.
stretch of the Israeli border
Home Tuesday.at one p. m. Times by I M.Simon Co. are as follows
filed in the district court by
5:30 p.m. Menday-Friday or
Bob
entered
fulltime
have
captured.
been
with Rev. Howard Copeland Industrial Avg
residents of the city or
-1 33
by 3:30 p.m. on Saturdays
Christian service in 1969.
"The rest of the South will
and Rev. Glen Cope officiating
unincorporated areas of a
we waged te call 753-1916
Airco
28 unc
that
time
Since
he
held
has
be
liberated
by
early
next
and the music by the Unity Amer Motors '
county.
imc
betweeti 5:30 p.m. and 6
seminars
spoken
and
all
week,"
the Statement said.
Ashland Oil
25'4 unc
Quartet.
, Monday-Friday, or
The amount would not be
&T
58% -'4
across America. In addition,
The communique said the
Burial will be in the Union Ford
30
. p.m. and 4 p.m. Sew55% unc
any
less
year
in
than
the
soprolific
he
writer.
is
a
biblical
town
Gen.
of
Tyre
Dynamics
as
well
43% +
Ridge Cemetery in Marshall
/gm to inswe delivery if
A convocation to inform called base court revenue, the
Gen. Motors
714 unc
Appearing with Bob will be
JOHANNESBURG, South as the town of Nabatiyeh were
.County. Friends may call at Gen. Tire
amount from local courts
23 -4
parents
elementary
and
Gary Adams, a former police
23% -4
Africa ( AP) — Police gunfire now within Christian artillery
the funeral home until the Goodrich
be placed
them
cwsimby
Gulf Oil
26% unc
officer who now serves as students about free lessons on during the fiscal year of July has killed four more blacks and machine-gun range, and
funeral hour.
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
Pennwalt
31%
1975
to
June
30,
1,
the
1976.
stringed
instruments
of
editor of FLIGHT LOG, a
Quaker Oats
23% unc
and wounded more than 50 in "their capture is very easy."
guarantee delivery.
Business bankruptcies in Republic Steel
32 -4
publication for Christians in the orchestra will be held by
Wible said it is impassible to three clashes in the black
Singer
17 -4
the
Department
of
Music
at
the United States reached a Tappan
aviation-.
draw up hard and fast rules Soweto township eight miles
8 uric
total of 30,130 last year, up 45 Western Union
18 +
The meetings will begin at Murray State University on for returping revenue to local south of: Johannesburg, acZenith
27%
-4
per cent from 1974.
governments and called it an
7:30 both nights and are open Monday evening, Oct. 25.
David Nelson, an assistant administrative rather than a cording to authorities. ,
to the public. Babysitting
This raised the total
professor of music Aho legislative job. ,
services are provided.
reporked casualties in black
supervises the program, said
The Judicial Article makes
both parents and students in the district courts effective protests against the white
minority government to 344 Inummic
grades one through four who Jan.1, 1978.
persons killed and more than
are
interested
By KENNETH IMES
should
attend
Jane Pulliam
2,000 injured since June. Most
the meeting at 7:30 p. ni. in the
Veteran's Day is naturally a day of nostalgia for
of the casualties have been
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presenting
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others
procession or about 2,000
marlive in pease.
Dwarfs Organized
demonstrations at elementar%
'nation,"
Interior blacks accompanied the body
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13
Veteran's Day is'also a day of hope. A hope
Dwarfs ( people four feet-10 schools in the area. Besides
S.
that some
Secretary Thomas S. Kleppe .to the cemekw,but their way
day boyi of 19 will no longer have to fight
,inches or,smaller, according Nelson, a violinist, other
the biggest
declared, "containing to the gravel blocked by a
has
fight
of
their
lives - their fight to stay alive to
to medical standards) have an members of the quartet and
reach an
much undiscovered oil and crowd of 2,000 blacks at the
older ago...
organization of 2,200 members the instruments they play are
amounts
of
vast
coal,
and cemetery
gas,
chanting
YUMA I --an6/111110
called "The little People of Beth Braboy, violin, Kip
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
about g billion barrels of tigovernment slogans and
America." Their motto: Mason, viola, and Jennifer accessible, higher-grade
oil
201 South 3rd
distributing "subversive"
Downing:cello.
"Think Big."
shale."
753-2411
literature.
Melvin Miller, age 7,5, died
at 12:55 p. m. Saturday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Funeral services for
Mr. Miller, a resident of Rt. 6,
Murray, were held at 2 p. m.
today.,
Mr. Miller, who was born
Oct. 9, 1901 in Calloway
County, is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ina Barnett Miller
of Rt. 6; one son, Voliri Miller
of Hazel Park, Mich.; and one
brother, Noah ( Joe) Miller of
Murray. Also surviving are
two grandchildren, Teresa
and David Miller of Hazel
Park.
Funeral services were held
in the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. James T. Garland and
Rev. Gary W. Mohler officiating. Interment was in the
Barnett Cemetery.
Serving as pallbearers were
Wilson
Garland,
Bert
Garland, J. C. Barnett, Jake
Barnett, Toy Barnett and
Ronnie Miller.
Mr. Miller was a retired
farmer and commercial
fisherman. He and his wife
had been married 52 years.

Edmonds Services Bob Summers To Be
Held This Morning Speaker At Center
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Continental
Remains Grounded

Police Chief Doesn't Like
o Talk About His Marijuana
busts since he became chief
three years ago.
So what was a four-foot-long
marijuana plant doing in the
backyard of this law 'enforcement officer?
- Pelfry explained that after
one raid earlier this year, he
decided to destroy the
confiscated marijuana in an
area in his backyard that his
wife had cleared for planting
tomatoes.
Even though he set fire to
the haul, Pelfry said he knew
he wouldn't destroy all of the
seeds, so he decided "to let it
go and see what it looked like.

NfOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP) —
The police chief of this northeastern Kentucky community likes to talk about the
drug busts he's been in on. But
he'd rather forget about his
latest haul — the marijuana
plant that was growing in his
backyard.
-I don't deny the plant being
there," Chief James Pelfry
said Sunday. "But I never
.touched it and I never intended to touch it."
A 10-year veteran of the
Nlorehead police force, Pelfry,
49, said proudly that he has
been involved in 35 to 40 drug
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("WHAT A
FIGHT'.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Continental Airlines remained
grounded today in the third
strike sind an
"I was just curious. I'd day of a pilots'
said all
spokesman
airline
heard so many stories about
have
the picking time.I just wanted Continental's flights
through
canceled
been
to see how big it would grow
and what it would develop Wednesday.
Picket lines were up today
into."
airports in several of the 30
at
He added that the only
cities
served by Continential,
he
which
plant,
the
reason
those in Los
including
described as "spindly," apSeattle,
peared to be cultivated was Angeles, -Phoenix,
Houston,
Denver,
Portland,
that his wife had cleared the
Dallas, San Diego and El
area for the tomato plants.
Paso.
reports
Pelfry also denied
The pilots' union and the airthat the wayward plant was
line reportedly are close to
staked.
salaries. At
"My neighbor on the other agreement on
date for imside of the fence had some issue is the
raises and
tomato plants and they were plementing the
decrease
on a stake,— he said. "It may union demands for a
hours
on-duty
of
number
the
in
plant
the
have just looked like
pilots.
in
increase
an
and
was on a stake."
union spokesman said the
Despite his chagrin at
pilots
want the new salaries to
having the existence of the
1977. The
plant made known,Pelfry said be effective by early
that
proposed
has
airline
he has nothing to hide. "All the
gradually
NU& officers (in the salaries rise
department) and the cityoukh 1977.
Continental employes 1,086
manager knew it (the plant)
pilots,
who have complained
there."
was
are
However, Pelfry is taking no that their current salaries
further chances with his 20 per cent below the rest of
the industry.
reputation.
A DC10 captain with 12
"I pulled it up, broke all the
experience currently
years
and
off
leaves and stems
threw it in the trash," he said. earns $58,200 flying 75 hours a
month. Under one company
I.
_proposal, he. would-get a raise
to $79,200.
Continental, a domestic
Fest Rim Service
carrier, usually carriers about
21,000 passengers a day. Most
At Big Discount
of its routes are in the West,
Full
Midwest and Southwest.
Roll
Low As

Fresh Color
Film

2.49
99'

Silk Ancient Fiber
Silk, tradition maintains, is
one of the oldest textile fibers
known to man, originating
with the Chinese in the 24th
century B. C. and produced by
them by a process kept secret
for about 30 centuries.

Artcraft Studios
753 0035
free Pulling At Rear Door
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PEPPERMINT PATTY AND
SHOOPV A6A1N5T'WORLD
THE CAT WHO
WAR
LIVES NEXT 000R!

NANCY
YOU USED TO
0/E.LL--../lm SMITH -2' E3E FAT ---NOW
WT HAPPENED
YOU'RE SKINNY
TO you?
AND YOU LOOK
SHORTER

I'M NOT
JIM SMITH
ORJNO
DINKLEDUNK

so!---You 0-4ANGED
YOUR NAME _TOO

•
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BEETLE BAILEY
f4E*/ BEETLE I
'7OJR NAME'5
ON Ti-(E
PRoMOTION
,.(5T

'Ramonow;
oar.zs,
KRAT

YOU SOUND LiKEYOUtLE
GONNA BUILD YOUR OWN
CkiCKEN

”ftaM,4111M

AN 15 A f3ACHEL.OR•r--)
COME SADIE HAWKINS /
DAY--A1-1 GOTTA LOOK

FO/MAI-1 FUTURE Tr))e's

(
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By ROBERT B. CULLEN
With the race so close, extremely narrow margins.
covered by the New York and
Associated Press Writer
Pennsylvania programs.
Democratic vice presidential He urged them to vote and
With eight days until harCarter will cross the country
candidate Walter Mondale work to get the vote out.
vest time, the presidential in the other direction. Today
was stumping the industrial
Dole, in Michigan, visited a
candidates are taking their was his last day of rest at
Northeast, reminding party Billy Graham crusade serviCe
scythes where the hay grows home in Plains, Ga., prior to
regulars that a difference as 'in a fooball stadium at Ponthickest.
the voting. He was scheduled
small as one vote per precinct, tiac.
The political hay is in seven to head north and then_ west, spread across the country,
Graham introduced Dole
of the nation's largest states, finishing the campaign in
might, affect the outcome of
and his wife, Elizabeth, to the
which both camps consider Texas on Sunday and
the election.
vital for victory and still California next Monday.
He pointed to the refults in crowd of 50,000. But he said he.
winnable by either man.
The visit home gave Carter
1960 and 1968, when the was not endorsing anyone in
Voters in those states — a chance to attend a session of Democrats' won and lost by the election this year.
Cahfornia.New York, Illinois, the men's Bible class at Plains
Ohio, New Jersey, Penn- Baptist Church.
sylvania and Texas — will be
Carter is still front-runner in
seeing a lot of_ Republicans the campaign, according to a
Gerald R. Ford and Bob Dole 'batch of polls taken for
and Democrats Jimmy Carter newspapers and magazines
and Walter Mondale in the and published over the
week ahead. Among them, weekend: But his lead is
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
In Plains, Ga., a Carter
those,voters control 207 of the
A national survey for Time an unusual television ap- spokesman said Kissinger's
270 'electoral votes needed to
piagazine by the firm of pearance arranged by the comment "implies that
win.
Ford opened a $4-million Yankelovich,Skelly and White White House, Secretary of sending American troops
media campaign Sunday. It showed Carter with 48 per State Henry A. Kissinger has alone to Yugoslavia is a
will be the centerpiece of his cent, Ford with 44 and 8 per criticized Jimmy Carter's serious option for this nation.
stand on Yugoslavia and other
"We know of no responsible
stretch campaign, and it will cent undecided. Newsweek and U.S. News foreign policy issues.
opinion that considers such a
be directed at six of these
Kissinger also announced threat credible," spokesman
and World Report magazines
seven states.
He also spoke today about surveyed the states to see how that the United States has Jody Powell said in a
inflation •during. time bought the electoral vote total might agreed to begin talks with statercient.."There_is_a broad
on the Mutual Raiho Network, divide. Newsweek found Vietnam about normalizing range of responses available
to us, both military and
His campaign committee Carter solidly leading for 83 relations.
Kissinger's appearance on economic,-which are sufficient
bought 30 minutes of prime votes and in the lead for
television time in California another 225, which would give CBS television's -Face the to deter military invasion by
and put the President on to be him 38 more than he needs to Nation" was arranged by the the Soviet Union.
White House last week after
"Republican statements
"interviewed" Sunday by a win.
campaign volunteer, sportU.S. News' and' World the program had tried un- which imply that dispatching
scaster Joe Garagiola.
Report's survey showed successfully for several years American ground troops is a
realistic possibility can only
Ford chose to talk about Carter leading for 244 votes to get him as a guest.
The secretary echoed be considered as election-year
three issues in comparing and Ford for 90, with the rest
criticisms President Ford has bluster with potentially
himself with Carter: national too close to call,
defense, taxation and foreign
A poll taken for The made about Carter,saying the settling international
affairs.
Associated Press immediately Democrat's statements on consequences."
Kissinger confirmed the
H ssaid Carter's call for a after
final Yugoslavia were dangerous
Friday's
with Vietnamese negotiations to
inconsistent
and
in
billion'
$7
to
billion
Chilton
by
debate
of
cut $5
presidential
reporters after the program'
the defense budget would Research Service found that American policy.
The secretary said the in- He gave no further details.
weaken the country. Ford 49.0 per cent of those surveyed
In Paris, Vietnamese of:
noted that he supports were leaning to Ford and 44.9 dependence and nonalignment
production of the BI bomber, per cent to Carter. But The AP of Yugoslavia is a "major ficials said they have agreed
' sample found a dispropor- American interest" and to meet "for an exchange of
which Carter would delay.
Ford said Carter's proposal tionate number of older people questioned Carter's statement views on problems of interest
lies outside to each side." They did not
.10 eliminate tax loopholes and and Republicans in the-debate that Yugoslavia
defense indicate when or where the
American
the.
deductions would raise taxes audience, so the sample does
meeting would beheld...
mid dle-income not necessarily reflect the perimeter.
for
Kissinger said that all
The United States and
Americans, a charge Carter views of the total electorate,
Democratic Vietnam have- been exIn statewide polls, Ford and Repulllican and
has denied. Ford said his
presidents in the post-World char
—wing *alleges through
proposal for a tax cut would Carter both found 'reason for
II era have considered their respective embassies in
help those in middle-income optimism. The Detroit News War
of Paris for-the past six months,
independence
the.
brackets. The President Ns— found Ford leading in
Yugoslavia an important - The chief American obthree
only
by
but
taxes
Michigan,
redUre
said he _would
objective. The secretary jective is a full accounting of
with any budget surplus that percentage points, 45 to 42.
"positive':
Americans still listed as
'
In North Carolina, The added that he was
accrues in the next four years.
his missing in actin in Vietnam,
reconsider,
would
Carter
has
Raleigh
no
Carter
News
and Observer'of
He said
which Hanoi pledged in the
experience in foreign affairs, found that Ford is nearly tied stand if elected.
Carter said on Oct. 16 that Paris peace settlement of ..
while he has met ,with 124 with Carter in a state once all
in January 1973. Hanoi is seeking
world leaders in two years as but conceded to the Georgian, he would not go to war
Its survey showed Ford lees Yugoslavlay'even if that war reconstruction aid which
president.
country _was the target of a the United States promised in
Ford will film and show than to points behind,
.
The New York Times arid Soviet -attack after the death the peace accord.
similar programs this week as
he campaigns across the The New York News both said of President Tito.
country in Illinois on Tuesday, Carter was leading in the
Pennsylvania on Wednesday, Empire State. The Times did
Ohio on Thursday and New not give statewide
York on Sunday. New Jersey centages, but The News said
/Tier cent.
television markets will be Carter led by 5344

Kissinger Criticizes
Carter Stand On Policy

LONDON (AP) — The also not very ready to believe
Bectish . pound denials either. No one's in a
battered
plunged,Thi cents to a record mood to trust politicians right
low of41.5730 in a wild wave of now."
British government leaders
selling on London's foreign
Other newspapers sup- +xchange today. By midday, were,furious at the Sunday
porting Ford were the Nei,- however, it appeared to level Times report, reliable sources
said. Chancellor of the
York Daily News; The BOston out.
It was the worst slump by Exchequer Denis Healey was
Herald . American; The
The the weakening currency, expected to issue a statement
Tribune;
Chicago
formal on the monetary crisis late
from
Cleveland ylain Dealer; The apart
Columbus Ohio) Dispatch; • devaluations, since it began today in a bid to repair the
damage.'
(Conn.) losing ground four years ago.
The.,7 Hartford
However,a dealer reported:
The pound's real troubles
courant; The Philadelphia
Irniuirer; The Miami Herald; began in March when it fell "The market is very nerThe Sunday Oklahoman in below the psychologically _vous."
Oklahoma City; and The significant $2 barrier in the, The pound's plunge was
midst of Britain's worst worldwide. It fell on Far East
Oakland I Calif.) Tribune.
The Des Moines, Register economic crisis since 'the markets before London
said, "Our 'vote' in behalf of Great Depression. Some opened. In Paris, sterling fell
the Carter-Mondale ticket is analysts believe investors below eight francs for the first
cast without enthusiasm.... lack confidence in the Labor time. Bankers quoted it at 7.95
Ford's many years in government's ability to deal francs, down from Friday's
Congress and his two years in with the high inflation and 8.2197 francs.
low
.It hit record lows across
the White House make him a unemployment,
known quantity. but the productivity and balance of Europe.
The Sunday Times story
record be compiled is payments deficit.
Monday's nosedive followed said the IMF believes a drop
mediocre."
largest a report in the Sunday Tunes of the pound to the $1.50 level
Florida's
the would make Britain's exports
that
newspaper. The Miami newspaper
Herald. endorsed Ford, but 'International Monetary Fund sufficiently attractive abroad
criticized both Ford and — IMF — and its biggest to boost the country's
Carter as engaging "more in contributor — the United economy.
The Sunday Times al.43..said
fielding cliches than in States — want the currency to
fall to $1.50 as a condition for the IMF plans to insist that
pounding out issues."
severe
impose
Calling the campaign permitting Britain to draw Britain
restraints on borrowing,
"inOnclusive,. lackluster," $3.9 billion from the IMF.
The pound was quoted at credit and money supply.
The Akron Beacon Journal
Simon.termed the Sunday
said in endorsing Carter, 11,6150 when the market
"Neither ( candidate i4 -has opened, down from $1.6481 Times story "irresponsible
fired the enthusiasm of the when business closed Friday. and patently untrue."
2
/
voters.... Mr. Ford is a known In just over an hour it fell 71
Carter cents.
Mr.
quantity.
U.S. Treasury Secretary
unknown."
Successful air brakes for railThe Hartford Courant, William Simon and the IMF roads were perfected by
endorsing Ford, also cited denied the Sunday Times George Westinghouse in 1868
Ford's handling of the report, but there were
el
'
,
:
The sewing machine idea was.
economy as his "long suit" in widespread fears' that the
1846
the campaign. It added, psychological damage had patented by Elias Howe in
ajthougti the idea ,of a lock-,..d
however,. that ,neither can- already been done.
One top dealer commented: stitch machine was trynceive-4,a
didate had addressed two
independently'by Walter Hunt*2
major issues — -the crisis of -I doubt if many people really in 18.32.
but
they're
the cities and welfare reform. believe the story,
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Seven Of Largest States' Votes

British Pound
Newspapers Announces Hits Record Low

2 A. CARNIETTf
3. J. 6AR.R.15o41
•C. frAi$
5 lift Qtrr
BEE T.E

LI'L ABNER

Candidates Concentrating On

By The Associated Press
Many of the nation's
newspapers:'are announcing
of
their ,e-ndorsements
Presidint Ford or Jimmy
Catter with editorials noting
the candidates' limitations.
Ford picked up the endorsements of seven Georgia
daily newspapers in Sunday
editorials, but a spokesman
for former Georgia Gov.
Carter said many of them
were expected. •
The newspapers were The
Augusta Chronicle and
Augusta Herald in combined
editions; The Savannah
Morning News and Savannah
Evening Press in combined
editions; The Rome NewsTribune; The Statesboro
Herald; and The Marietta
i)aily Journal.
Among newspapers supporting Carter were The New
Vork Times; The St. • Louis
Post-Dispatch; The Louisville
The
Courier-Journal;
The
Times;
Louisville
Charlotte (N.C.) Observer:
The Akron ( Ohio) Beacon
.1ournal; The Des Moines
Iowa) Register; Long Island
N.Y.) Press; The Nashville
I ennessean; The Denver
Minneapolis
',)st;
The
i'ribune; The Minneapolis
Aar; The Montgomery ( Ala. )
Advertiser; The Miami News:
:Ile St: Petersburg ( Fla.)
Times; The Staten Island
N.Y.) Sunday Advance; and
The Saratogan in Saratoga
springs, N.Y.
'Some of the newspapers
:nnounced their support last
eek.
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Deaths and Funerals

Tappan. . .
(Continued from Page

Services For Dr.
Markham Are Held
Today In Mayfield

Services Held For
Mr. Melvin Miller

Funeral Services
Held Sunday For
Paschall E. Knight

company termed "normal or
100 per cent." The plant was
averaging work rates for
employes at 181 per cent at the
time the strike was initiated,
he said.
"A person who works at a
normal pace all day long could
be said to be working at a 100
per cent rate," said Rushing.
The hourly base rate for an
employe working at that level
then, he said; was 62.69 plus64
tents for cost of living.
Various incentive rates were
in effect for different employes along the production
a
line, he said.
Recent proposals by the
company, Rushing said, would
result in those rates being
about 33 per cent less than
before the plant was hit by the
work stoppage.':A person who
worked at a 181 per cent rate
... the average rate before the
strike ... would be drawing
pay for about a 130 per cent
rate." That, he added, would
be costing production workers
"$I and' up an hour" in
reduced wages.
"That was and is the biggest
issue and the international is
trying to ignore it," he said.
David
to
According
Dickson, general manager of
the Murray plant, the company "at the request of the
international, tiad made some
changes in the proposal, but
that all of the changes had
been withdrawn because of
the refusal by the local to
recommend the proposal to
the membership."
That proposal change apparently dealt with production
standards and incentive rates.
"I said at the Indianapolis
meeting that I could not
recommend to the membership that elected me to
represent thern,,,khat they buy
somet.hinktilit-svill cost them
$1 an. how and,up," Rushing
said.lie said he explained the
company's proposal to the
membership at a subsequent
meeting and "they agreed
with me then. . .if they vote
yes on this ballot, then they've
changed their Minds."
Attempts to reach Region 3
UA* Director,Dallas Sells in
Indianapolis for comment on
the issue were unsuccessful
this morning.

State Leaders Swap Charges Over
Advertisement In State Newspapers

LOUISVILLE, Ky..(AP) — didates' promise, made in last is in charge of advertising, „sonally opposed to abortion,
Melvin Miller, age 75, died
Kentucky Democratic and Friday night's television said that several hpurs after but would not work for a
at 12:55 p. m. Saturday at the
Republican leaders have debate, "to quit slinging mud the first draft was rejected, constitutional amendment to
Services for Dr. 0. C. Murray-Calloway County
Funeral services for
swapped charges over an and to stick to the issues."
Republican representativ,es overturn the high court's
Markham, president of Mid- Hospital. Funeral services for Paschall E. (Pack ) Knight
advertisement on behalf of
But
the
chairman
of
Ford's,
returned
with a revised notice, abortion ruling.
Mr.
Miller,
6,
a resident of Rt.
% Continene Baptist Bible
President Ford which ap- Kentucky campaign, Hal which was accepted for
were held Sunday at 2:30 p.
The items that elicited' the
College in Mayfield since 1957, Murray, were held at 2 p. m. at the chapel of the Blalockpeared in two major state Rogers, said that the two publication.
most criticism from Sights
were held today at 2 p. m. at today.
Coleman Funeral Home with
newspapers — and which one newspapers involved — the "There were several minor
dealt with gun control, defense
Mr. Miller, who was born
the First Baptist Church in
of the newspapers initially Lexington Herald-Leader and changes that our lawyers felt
Rev: Gerald Owen officiating
in
Calloway
Oct.
9,
1901
and "leadership by example.”
Mayfield with Dr. John
and Mrs. Otto Erwin as
refused to publish.
the Courier-Journal and it advisable for them to make
County, is survived by his
On defense,for example, the
Huffman officiating.
Dale Sights, the Henderson Louisville Tirnes — would not and they complied," Buchart
organist.
Miller
Mrs.
stated that while Ford,
Ina
Barnett
wife,
notice
Dr„jvlaricham was killed in a
businessman who heads have printed the advertisnient said.
Pallbearers were Clyde
a Republican, has "worked to
traffic accident Friday near of Rt. 6; one son, Volin Miller Steele, Gilbert Grogan, Ora
Jimmy Carter's campaign in were it "not truthful.
Rogers conceded that he insure America's superiority
Dover, Tenn., while returning of Hazel Park, Mich.; and one Lee Elkins, Goodie Brayboy,
Kentucky, said Sunday that
"The truth hurts," declared had been asked to make over the Soviet Union," Carter
Miller
brother,
of
Noah
(
Joe)
from a Baptist meeting there.
Euin Willoughby and Calvin
the advertisements were( "a Rogers, who is Pulaski several changes in the original advocates "cutting the
Dr. Markham, 75, Was born Murray. Also surviving are Hall. Burial was in the
scare-type tactic thatt used County commonwealth at- draft, but added they were defense budget by $15 billion."
grandchildren,
two
Teresa
in Giles County, near Pulaski,
when defeat is imminent. It is<4.orney.
"nothing significant."
and David Miller of Hazel' McCuiston Cemetery.
Sights said that Carter's
Tenn.
attempt to take people's - Late Sunday night, a vice The advertisements, each of
70,
died
Mr.
at
Knight,
age
an
Park.
has been that he could
position
A noted educator and
minds
off: their
real president with the Courier- which were less than a quarter cut $5 billion to $7 billion from
Funeral services were held 11:10 a. m. Friday at the
minister, his pastorates inproblems.7
Murray-Calloway County
Journal and Louisville Times of a page, carried an item by the Pentagon's budget by
cluded those in Brighton, in the chapel of the Max Hospital. He is survived by his
And Gov. Julian Carroll, one confirmed
that
the item comparison of Ford's reducing waste and inefHome
Churchill
with
Funeral
Tenn., and the First Baptist
wife, Mrs. Mona Knight; two
of „Carter's earliest and newspapers had required and Carter's positions on eight ficiency.
Garland
Rev.
and
James
T.
Church in Hickman from
staunchest supporters, ac- changes in the first draft of the issues.
daughters,
Dave
Mrs.
Rogers, however, said that
which he joined the full-time Rev. Gary W. Mohler of- Anderson of Bloomfield Hills,
cused the Republicans of Republican advertisement.
Seven of the issues the Democrat originally
staff of the Mid Continent ficiating. Interment was in the Mich., and Mrs. James
failing to adhere to the canMaurice J. Buchart Jr., who discussed were the same in called for a $15 billion defense
Baptist Bible College where he Barnett Cemetery.
Pitocco of Novi, Mich.; one
both newspapers, but a budget reduction.
Serving
as
pallbearers
were
has served for 27 years since
brother, Earl Knight of Selma,
comparison of the candidate's
Wilson
Garland,
Bert
On "leadership by examits inception.
Ind.; three half-sisters, Mrs.
views on busing in the Courier- ple," the advertisement called
He attended Middle Ten- Garland, J. C. Barnett, Jake l.aVelle K. Myers, Mrs. Linda
• Journal and Times ad- Ford "a good and decent
nessee State University, Barnett, Toy Barnett and K. Little and Mrs. La Verne K.
vertisement was replaced man." Carter, it said in a
Ronnie
Miller.
received his BA degree from
Davis all of South Haven,
with a comparison of their reference to the candidate's
Mr. Miller was a retired
Union University in Jackson,
Miss.; one half-brother, Joe D.
stands on amnesty for Viet- interview with Playboy
farmer
and
commercial
Tenn., in 1938, and was
Knight of South Haven, Miss.;
nam War draft resisters in the magazine, "uses filthy
granted his Doctor of Divinity fisherman. He and his wife eight grandchildren.
Herald Leader.
had
language in an x-rated
been
married
52
years.
degree on June 3, 1973, from
There was also one marked magazine to tell America his
William Carter College in
Collins
was
one
of
five
riifference_hetwpan the texts of iL4eWS-43fifilftr019-."
SAN.FRANCISCO(AP)-- A
GOld.iboro, N. C. young sailor is safe and persons aboard the 42-foot the advertisements in the two
Rogers said that statement
Dr. Markham was a
heading home after 28 days ketch Spirit, which was en newspapers.
is
"about as accurate as you
member of the Historical
adrift in the Pacific Ocean, route to San Francisco from
In the Louisville newspaper, can get. If those words were so
Commission of the Kentucky
Hawaii
when
it
brokeup
and
Funeral services for Buell
the notice said that Carter that you can't repeat them in
during which he went without
Baptist Convention; finance W. Edmonds were held this
food and buried two com- sank during a violent storm "supports the Supreme Court public, I will stand by the
committee of the Southern morning (Monday) at ten a.
Sept.,27. •
decision allowing abortions on characterization of them as
panions at sea.
Accrediting Association of m. at the chapel of the
Durel MWer, 28, and Nancy demand." In the Lexington
The Coast Guard rescued
Bob Summers, a former
filthy."
Bible
Institutes, Bible Blalock-Coleman Funeral social worker in the ghettos of
Bruce Collins, 23, of Glendale, Perry, 21, both of San newspaper, the reference to
Sights replied that Carter's
and
Colleges
Bible Home with Bro. John Dale and Houston, Texas, will speak
Anselmp,
Calif.,
were
rescued
the Supreme Court was background is "impeccably
Calif., Sunday and said he was
Seminaries, and the First Bro. Harold Irvan officiating Tuesday and Wednesday,
suffering
from
"acute in one raft Oct. 18 after 24 days deleted, making it read, -clean," and that "if any
Baptist Church in Mayfield.
and Jim Hurt leading the October 26 and 27 at the
Carter "supports abortion on prospective leader exudes the
malnutrition and dehydration adrift.
Survivors include his wife, singing.
They provided the first word demand."
Maranatha Christian Center.
and numerous-body sores."
example of morality, it is
Catherine
Mrs.
Annie
Pallbearers were James
Carter has said he is per- Jimmy Carter."
Collins was being fed of the sinking and triggered
Markham; a son, Charles Harris, Calvert Harris, Mark
the
search
for
their
three
intravenously
and
was
Markham, Lexington; a Cunningham, Richard
sleeping normally, the Coast companions, who were in a
brother, J. Marvin Markham, Edmonds, Franklin Rushing,
larger raft outfitted with some
Guard added.
.
Pulaski, Tenn., and a sister, and Gary Cooper. Burial was
A week-long air search drinking water but no food.
Mrs. Marcus Tidwell, Old in the Murray City Cemetery.
Collins was spotted about 80
across 40,000 square miles of
Hickory, Tenn.
Mr. Edmonds, age 81, died
ocean ended when Collins' raft miles from where Miller and
at 2:55 a. m. Saturday at the
was spotted about 780 miles Miss Perry were rescued by a
passing freighter.
Vlurray-Calloway County
west of here.
Collins told the Coast Guard
Hospital. He was born on
He was rescued two _hours
-BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) -- - Tyre, Lebanon's fourth
August- 11, 1895, in Calloway
later by a Coast Guard cutter that his two companions on the
County and his parents were
that radioed that the survivor raft, Jim Ahola and Camilla The cease-fire continued in largest city, is on the coast 15
the late Alvis and Willie Short
was "mentally alert and Arthur, died last week and Beirut today, but right-wing miles north of the border and
Christian forces continued 60 miles south of Beirut.
Edmonds. He and his wife,
knows
-Where he is." The that they were buried at sea.
Mrs. Dale M. (Ernestine) Betty Harris Edmonds, were
He
said
against Nabatiyeh, 15 miles east of
Ahola,
25,
drive
who
their
cutter is expected to reach
Jones of Dexter Ropte One, married October 3,1912.
skippered the Spirit, died Oct. Palestinians in southern Tyre, is crowded with Moslem
port here Tuesday night.
Palestine Community, died at
19 and Miss Arthur, 21, died Lebanon.
refugees who have fled the
Mr. Edmonds was retired
7:45 a. m. Sunday at the district manager of the Valley
two days later. Both were
Both Christian and Moslem southern war. Loss of the two
Murray-Calloway -County Counties Farmers Co-op. He
from San Anselmo.
,
spokesmen agreed that the towns would force the
Hospital. She was 51 years of was a member of the Seventh
No further details on the 57th cease-fire of the Lebanese 'Palestinians to pull back to
age and death followed an and Poplar Church of Christ.
deaths were available. -civil war was a 90 per cent Sidon,25 miles south of Beirut.
extended illness.
The
leftist
Collins' parents, who live in success in the capital Sunday,
Lebanese
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Jones was born on Mrs. Betty Harris Edmonds;
Walnut Creek,Calif., said they the fourth day of the truce. Moslems sent a note to the -November 7, 1924, in Calloway daughter, Mrs. Q. L. Vernell
were greatly relieved to learn Hospitals reported no deaths Arab League summit_ conCounty- and her parents are Cain of Almo Route One;
their son was safe — and during the last 24 hours in the ference- opening
. .Cairo?'"
Bob Summers
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — to be returned to cities and hoped he might change
Olva M. and Beulah Holland grandson, Dan Cain of St.
today. It charged'that Israel
city.
Bob and his wife, Jo-An are A special committee dealing
Towery, who survive. She and
But one Beirut newspaper was openly providing military
Louis, Mo.; three great involved in three major with reorganization of Ken- counties. A bill draft offered careers. ,
her husband, Dale M. Jones grandchildren,
by Rep. Charles Wible, DKenneth Collins' said his son warned: "The Cairo Arab support for the Christian drive
Danna, outreach
ministries:
a
tucky's lower court system Owensboro, would return the was an experienced seaman
were married September 23, Melissa,and Tyler Cain.
summit faces the challenge of to seize control of the south
Christian-nature-basics has approved a plan to give net
1939. She was a member of the
court revenue of the who, with a friend, had sailed rescuing the mini-summit and establish a seeurity belt
."New
magazine
Earth
Kentucky 134 district judges.
Ledbetter Baptist Church.
district courts to cities and a 31-foot trimaran from ceasefire 'resolution by against Palestinian guerrilla
Journal;" Wildwood School,'a
A survey by the ad- counties. That plan will be Hawaii to New Zealand about
Survivors are her husband,
checking the southern war. raids into Israel.
training school of evangelism ministrative office of the
Dale M. Jones; her parents,
given additional study.
Kings and presidents of the
a year ago.
Otherwise we shall have to
adults;
for
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Police Chief Doesn't Like
To Talk About His Marijuana

Continental
Remains Grounded

Candidates Concentrating On
Seven Of Largest States' Votes

LOS ANGELES (AP) Continental Airlines remained
grounded today in the third
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Simon termed the Sunday
When the market
Carter,
$16150
nse
endorsing
Iowa
,A4M1
Island
Long
) Register;
LI'L ABNER
said in
„.
$1.6481 Times 'story, "irresponsible' -..9
-from
down
opened,
has
N
candidate)
y.)
Nashville
(
The
Press;
"Neither
OH,COME To Nt41-1 SORRY5ON. AH IS A BACHEL.oR!r--.9
P1111.111.11r AFTER 40
: ennessean; The Denver fired the enthusiasm of the when business closed Friday. and patently untrue."
coma- SADfE HAWKINS
050M,F'APPV
AH HAINT
)'EARS 01 MAARtAGE
:,-)st; The
Minneapolis voters.... Mr. Ford is a known In just over an hour it fell 73.2
GOTTA LOOK
GOT
71-41
Tr
DEAR
Carter cents.
-PAPPY 15-5a3f- A
, ribune; The Minneapolis quantity,
Mr.
TIME Yr-- ,OUT FO/MAH FUTUREfrU.S. Treasury Secretary
star; The Montgomery ( Ala. ) unknown."
LOST SKEEP YrSu( i l's,, ui air brakes for rail,
idvertiier; The Miami News;
The Hartford Courant, William Simon and the IMF r,,ails - v,ere perfected by.
he St. Petersburg (Fla.) endorsing Ford, also cited denied the Sunday Times George Westinghouse in 1868
.119www.
.917.""
•limes; The Staten Island Ford's - handling of the report; • but there were
The sewing machine idea 1.vas..2::
N.Y.) Sunday Advance; and economy as his "long suit- in widespread fears that the
r.
the Saratogan in Saratoga the campaign. 1t added, psychological damage had patemed by Elias Bowe in 1846
Ne
e
6 -J
although the idea 'of a
990wr
'
-,prings, N.Y.
however, thaelieither can- already been done.
stitch machine was enriceiv
One
dealer
top
commented'
two
sofTle of the news-Papers didate had gittreised
• independently by Walter Hunt
/0,2
..nnounced their support last majer issues - the crisis of -I doubt if many people really
•
in 1832.
(i- s; oor
eek.
Ark
the cities and welfare reform. believe the- story, but they're

Kissinger Criticizes
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1. Legal Notice
I. LEROY TODD, will not
be responsible for any
debts incurred by the
Inn
-1.1fliversity
Restaurant. after
October 18, 1976. Leroy
Todd.

soUT
EASt

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 3 p. m.
before
the day
publication.

EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.

MEAT

Procei-sing
PARIS
Company is now open
for busioess. Custom
and
slaughtering
complete processing for
home freezers. Beef,
hogs, deer and goats.
One mile North of Paris
on Old Murray and
Paris Highway. Call 901642-8201, after hours,
USDA
901-642-2269.
approved and inspected.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

If You
Need Them:
153-1441
Eire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
.
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance .
Hospital
753-5131
Emergency .
Humane Society
753-3994
Comprehensive
753-6612
Care
153-7568
Poison Control
. 753-0919
Senior Citizens
753-NEED
Heedline .
. 753-2288
Learn to Read

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753- 1919
Classified Display
Classified,- Circulati
on and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753'916 and 753-1917

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

2. Notice

14 Want To Bur

HAIRCUT

$1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.

SMALL FARM,

approximately 50 acres
with house or good
building site in Calloway
County. Call 753-4788.

II

16 Home Fuinishings

USED BEDROOM suite.
Includes bed, nightstand, dresser, and
desk, $125. Call 753-9787
after 5 p.m.

-- SMALL MOBILE HOME, SEARS COLDSPOT 3 Cu.
10' x

Reduce safe dr fast
with GoBese Tablets
& E-Vap - water
pills" Holland Drug,
109 S. 4tit.

5 lost And Found
LOST BLACK, gold and
white calico cat. Seven
months old. Female.
Vicinity of Ryan and
16th. Call 753-6188.

12' Five to seven
years old. Call 753-8216
after 5.

WE

BUY your used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.

15 Artir.H, For Smp
ATLANTA wood ,heater.
Good condition. $100.
Call 753-3398.

ft. refrigerator with
freezer. 3% x 7 pool
table. Call 753-8560 or
354-6392.

LARGE RED swivel
rocker in good condition.
$35.00. Call 753-3356,
KIRKSEY
USED
FURNITURE. Washer,
dryer, living and dining
room suites. Call 4892752.

17 Vacuum Cleaners
BLONDE COCKER
Spaniel, answers to SEVEN 2 X 4 florescenr
lights. If interested call
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
name of Buffy. Lost in
753-9414.
and Service, 500 Maple
Reward
Almo Heights.
Street.
New and rebuilt
questions
no
offered,
be
WILL
A REWARD
•
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
asked.Call 753-1934, FIREPLACE
offered for the return of
ENCLOSURES,
24 Hour answering
after 8 753-1861.
a 10 speed bike stolen in
ANY TYPE
polished brass, antique
service.
April, a 22 rifle stole 3or
Chain Saw
brass or blackened
LOST FEMALE German
4 weeks eggs and RCA
Repair and
bras!,
$88.88. Altuninum
Sheprield
Collegeat
ELECTROLUX SALES
last
-color T.V. stolen
Blade
step ladders, 5 ft. $11.88,
Farm Road 1660 area.
and service. Call Tony
Thursday night or
Sharpening
6 ft. 614.88, 8 ft. $22.95.
Reward. Call 753-1333.
Montgomery, 753-6760,
night. If having
Friday
Anint=lee,
Aluminum
and
extension
day or night.
any information call 753ladders, 16 ft. $18.88, 20
Vacuum Cleaner
6 Help Wanted
6198, 753-6328 or 753-3056.
Equipment
Farm
19
ft. $24.88, 24 ft. $32.88.
Repair
Otherwise there will be
Pace CB radios model
FULL OR PART Time.
prosecution.
Murray Home
143 $69.95, model 123-A 846 INTERNATIONAL
Will accept college
$89.95, model 144 $113.95,
tractor, 12 ft. Interstudent applicants for
& Auto
model 2300 $139.95.
national wheel disc. 5-16
Local Plant. Send
Portable
electric
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
Chestnut St
Resume to P.O. Box 721,
heaters 4,000 watt, 4
row Ford drill. Call 395Murray, Ky.
stack, $31.99. Electric
7463.
NEED is our
I
That's
water heater, 17 gallon
concern. NEEDLINE, NEED BRICK layer to
30 gallon $68.88, 1973 175 AC DIESEL
$59.95,
how many
lay
about
32,000
bricks.
753-6333.
40
gallon
$79.95. Chain, tractor, 1100 hours, 14 ft.
If interested call 365BOAT &
AC wheel disc, four 14"
saw chains, 1.4 in., 3.i in.,
3933 after 6 p. m.
plows. 1963 GMC
case
404
or
pitch
MOTOR
for
enough
PAINT
MURRAY
ore
Advertisers
one ton truck, with grain
12
bar,
in.
in.
16
$8.95,
the
AND
YOUR LIVESTOCK
buyers
requested to check
side and cattle rack,
$9.95, 20 in. $10.95. Mr.
first insertion of ods for
Feeding Experience
CENTER
HOBBY
the
shop
good condition. Three
Coffee II, $24.95, Mr.
This
correction
Can Pay Off If you enjoy
ite.-11 p.m. Monday thin
point hitch post hole
Classified Ads
newspaper will be
I,
Coffee
$29.95.
Wallin
Saterdey. Canoe see es for
discussing livestock
14' wagon with 5
digger.
responsible for only
Hardware,
Term.
Paris,
before buying
yew Ines flying rockets,
rear•N
feeding problems with
*44
one incorrect insetrfrort
ton lift. As is $400.Phone
end rocket engines. Lindpeople you know, we
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
436-2149.
bergh, space hese end
should get. acquainted. WHEEL CHAIR. MAXI.
REPORTED IFAMEDIATE
Airkits.
model
prone
specs
UThe
CHECK
PLEASE
753-5532.
Call
SO.
a
LY
company,
My
plane, cer end cycle model
WHITE TRACTOR and
I
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
'nationally known and
kits end ell yowr ether hobqr..
90Il
II
combines. Hillsboro
PROM
US
NOTIFY
AND
AMe
WINTER
by need*.
PERMANENT
feed
well-respected
grain trailers, Gravity
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
611 South ttlo
manufacturer, is
and summer coolant
ERROR
beds. A&I Ford Supply
Cell 753.7363
anti-freeze. $3.49 gallon
seeking a person of
on Highway 54W in
plus tax. ExceINOil, 4th
mature judgement and
Paris.
and Sycamore.
good reputation for sales
and service represenNEW FORD TRACTORS
blacktop
ASPHALT
tative here. This is not a
and equipment. Parts,
patch. Now available at
fly-by-night, highsales and service at A&I
104
Co.,
Lumber
Murray
Fulljob.
pressure sales
Ford Supply, Inc. in
time opportunity for 'Maple St:
Paris on Highway 54
service-minded self1. How can you make money?
West for low,low prices!
be
Can
sale.
QUILTS for
starter who can assume
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
seen at 500 South 9th.
responsibility, make
1954 SC CASE tractor,
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them tip far sale.
decisions, Mid be own
plow and disc in good
2. How can you save money?
MAKE BEATEN down
boss. Home every night.
shape. 8500. Call 753carpet nap at doorways
I'll explain employee
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
0083.
bright and fluffy again
benefits, technical onad department of the Ledger & Timis is having during the month of October to sell all those items
the-job training in !war' with Blue Lustre. Big K, 11410 FARM
.
you have gathered together. wagons with
Bell Air Shopping '
territory, and financial
you?
are
person
business
a
good
How
3.
wood wheels. $65 each.
Center.
conin
requirements
Call Lowell Walker, 474Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business.advertising on the
interview.
fidential
2797•
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of October. Every fourth day your
Contact: after 6 p.m. 1- BARGAIN PRICES ON:
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
3-loads desks, chairs
522-6763.
45 JOHN DEERE comevery fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
and file cabinets. Over
bine, squareback. Call
Ocfor
scheduled
already
is
are a regular customer of the classified section and your advertising
WANTED - LADY for
50 selections of 4x8
527-7732.
light
tober you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
time
part
td
paneling from $2.75
housework, some
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 ex- FOR ALL YOUR fencing
4. What are the details of this sale?
cooking, and driving car
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
nseds. Call AAA Fence
to grocery store. Call
exterior siding at $7.20.
Supply Co., 1444-6865,
753-5656.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
Paducah, Ky.
Box 88, Martin, 'Tn.
WANTED,
SALES
20 Sports Equipment
Phone 587-2420.
consultant who has
16' ASTROGLASS bass
successful sales ex- 16 Home Furnishings
boat, 115 h.p. Mercury
perience. Earn $3004500
with car trim. Heavy
per week, plus auto THE BEST! The most
practical! Ev:m beats
Duty trailer. 1972 model
bonus.
expense
the bean bag. Try THE
boat and motor. Full},
Tremendous future if
OLD SHOE now at Crass
equipped. Price 1800.00.
you are the right person.
Furniture.
Call 489-2149.
Must be married,
honest, dependable, and
willing to assume
responsibility. If you
feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.

Est/

Check
Your
Ad ,
.
c
s.‘,--,,, „..
i • .,7

t

56%

YOUR

23. Exterminating

22 Musical

Make Money By Saving!

nit

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
NH standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
paid
.3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
23

WANTED - Someone to
pick corn with conveyor
and put corn in crib. Call
753-2542, Pete Henson.
10, Business Opportunity

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you deide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
11

FOR SALE or lease on
Murray State University
campus. Billiard
Business and Rental
Property, $13,900, for
total purchase. Will
lease Billiard Business
for $350 month or Will
lease 22' x 56' building
for $300 month. Contact
Jim 131ggs, (502) 8265822.
14 Want To Buy
COINS AMERY-AN,
Foreign, old and gnkl•
Call 753-9232.
WANTED two good F-78
x 14 tires. Call 492-8331
after 6.

Winter is
Coming!
NOW is one tithe best times to
spray under and around your
home, bugs, spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are looking tor
a place to hibernate-under your
home fts warm, they are out ol
the bad weather -oldest home

NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.
Reed Music, Road 58,
Benton
between
at
Mayfield, turn
Harvey. Call 527-8955.

,owned & *oersted
it Calloway Co.

GUITARS

1/2 Price
Ovutisi
Gibs*.

Phone 753-391 4

' Fender
New 6 Used

J & B Music
Cletstren Street
*smut, Kentucky

Kelley's Termite
Control
& Pest
100 South 13th

NOTICE
Emerson Electric Company of
Paris is accepting applications
each day at the Plant Guard
House.
Permanent jobs are available.
Applicants must be willing to
work any shift.

753-1916

CALL 753-1916
To Begin A
Classified
Action Program

THINK

PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the
past 10 years. I'm very
qualified. References
available. Call 75341296.

19

Equal Opportunity
Employer
•

ATTENTION
COLLEGE GRADUATES
National Company interviewing qualified persons to work with students at Murray State. First
year earnings average $12,000 plus $2400
bonuses. All Company benefits must be self
motivating and hard working.
For interview opportunity send resume to
Jim Hurt, P. 0. Box 15522, Nashville, Tenn.
37215.

Specials
4.51 Them 055 30 1575

Brake Work $59"
for Parts & Labor
'Pack Wheel Bearings
'Bleed& Adjust Brakes

Tune-Ups v-8$28"
6 Cylinder $24
"
with points add $4.50

Transmission
Bands Adjusted
Includes Oil, Filter and Gasket
$32
"

Jim Fain Motors
810Sycamore

753-0632 or 753-0633

NOTICE

A 10% Penalty will be added to city of
Murray Property Taxes if not paid by
November 1, 1976. Taxes are payable to
the city clerk, city hall building, Murray,
Kentucky. The city clerk's office open
8 .a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Monday thru
Friday and will be open 9:00 a. m. to
4:00 p m. Saturday, October 23 and 30th.

Jo Crass
City Clerk

19

2

'-'1"door
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29 PAuble Home Rentals

22 Mustcal
UPRIGHT PIANO. Call
753-8560 or 354-6392.
CONRAD'S PIANOS -ORGANS, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
24 Miscellaneous
1976 MODEL STOVE.
Very good condition.
Used only 2 months.
Four ET mag wheels.
Eight hole for 34 ton
Dodge or Ford pickup.
Call 753-6132 after 5 p.m.
WOOD KING circulating
heaters,$175. Would like
to do babysitting in ray
home. $3.00 per day or
night. Call 753-5947.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an,ique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY.MATTRESS;
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
76 TV Radio
TWO WEEK OLD RSTRC
52 CB and clip on gutter
mount antenna. Call
after 5436-2171. $109.
1977 ZENITH TV's and
Stereos at the lowest
prices with the biggest
guarantee at Sisson's
Zenith Sales and Service, Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
Open Sundays. We
service what we sell.
27. Mobile Home Sales

TWO BEDROOM trailer
within approximately 2
blocks of Uniyersity on
private lot. Couples
only. No pets. $100
month. Call 753-4661.
SMALL TWO bedroom
:railer. Three miles out.
on 94 East. Call 753-4055.
32 Apdirilerits Fin Rent
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS - one or 2
bedroom. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. Call 753-6609.
34.Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath, fully furnished, all
electric. 1.5 miles from
Murray. $175 month,
4100 deposit. No singles.
Call 753-9829.
REDECORATED 5 room,
country house. City
water, electric heat. No
pets.
Couples.
References. Call 7537551.
TWO BEDROOM- Wick
house. One mile from
city limits. Hazel Highway. $150 per month.
Call 753-8681.
TWO BEDROOM house
furnished. 10 miles from
town. Married Couples
only.
Refrences
required. Call 492-8594.
36. For Rent Of Led,,e
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
753-5881.
37 Livestock

Supplies

REGISTERED male hog
and pigs. Call 753-5831.

MOVING MUST SELL.
x
1974 mobile home
40, 2 bedroom, all
electric, completely
furnished, with air
condition, underpinning
and steps. Ready to
move in. Call 437-4155
after 6. $3250.
1968 SHELBY 12 k 65,
good condition. Call 7532957.

WELL BRQKE 4 year old
saddle mare. Sell or
trade. Call 436-2459.
38 Pets

Supplies

ALL BREED grooming.
miniature
AKG
Schnauzersfor sale. Call
435-4481.

AKC REGISTERED
Cocker Spaniel puppies.
54 x 24 DOUBLE wide . Buff and black. Shots
and wormed. Also one
with or without lot. Also
male Beagle started ,,to
with or without furniture. Willis H. Smith, run. Call 492-8861.
Route 5, Benton, Ky.
43. Real Estate
Call 354-6150.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29.Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

REALLY NICE - 3
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath stone
home on South 13th with
central gas heat, patio,
double garage, family
room and 2 fireplaces.
Basement with possible
fourth bedroom. For an
appointment call 7538080 or come by 105 N.
12th, BOYD MAJORES
REAL ESTATE.

43 Rear E.,tate
NICE THREE bedroom
brick veneer home, near
University. 11
/
2 bath,
large - den-kitchen
combination. Utility,
carport, built-in range,
dishwasher, washer and
dryer included. Only
$28,000. Seven acres on
Highway 94 East, Highway on 2 sides. Old
frame house, good
building site. Bargain,
$14,500. 11
/
2acres East of
Hardin with good well
and some fruit trees.
Good building lot.
Galloway Realty, 505
Main Street, phone 7535842.
FANTASTIC BUY. Home
and grocery store, also
extra building lot at New
Providence. Home is
older frame on 3,4 acre
wooded lot. Has 4
bedroom, oarpet,
drapes, and in excellent
condition. Barn and
smoke house. Store is
well stocked with $8$10,000 inventory and
gasoline pumps. The
price will- amaze you
and everything goes
including all stock and
buildings. CALL FOR
APPOINTMENT TO
SEE,Guy Spann Realty,
901 Sycamore,753-7724.
SOLD TWO more farms
this week and just listed
another 75 acre tract
near Kentucky .Lake.
This land is ideal for
cattle or horse farm-all
fenced with good ponds,
modern stable with
water and electricity,other outbuildings on
beautiful rolling land.
Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, Central
electric heat and air,
and 3 car carport
• - overlooks countryside
with
lovely
view.
Reasonably priced - so
phone us at KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222, for more information on this choice
property.
SELL YOUR FARM
KOPPERUD
through
REALTY, 711 Main. We
haVe had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kopperud, 753-1722. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.

October Special

Fiberglass
Well Houses
Cash&CY

$131°°

SHOP 32' x 44' on 1 acre
lot heated ard air
ruinpresgOr! - Call• 7537370.

31 acres about a mile
north of Almo on the
Perry Road. Twenty
in
are
acres
soybeans now. Good
bottom soil. Some
timber.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, SOS Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterree, 753-5911.

During October

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main

753-3361

ri,„/ ),„„
Bankroll Card
Punched This Week
Jim Adams Food Liners

FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE or real
estate needs. Call
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.

PAINTING
Residential-Commercial - Interior-Exterior - Spray-Brush-Roll
In Shop. Spraying of Yard Furniture - Shutters - Etc

Parking Lot Striping
We Are hilly Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small

FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray

M

301E IC

Another View

43 RedI
A DOUBLE wide mobile
home on three tree
shaded lots can be yours
to move into immediately. This is
located in Baywood
Vista near Ky 280
(Pot tertown
Road).
Property is priced to sell
to settle an estate. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
call Pam Rodgers at 7537116.

27 acre farm on Hardy Adams Road
about nine miles
west of Murray.
About 7 to 8 acres in
cultivation.
Some
timber. There is an
excellent
building
site This is priced to
sell now.
John C. Neabauor,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Briar
Ratterroe at 7535921.

51 Services Offered

1 Services Offered

WHY PAINT? Let Glover
put
Wilson
and
aluminum siding and
trini on your house.
patio
Colorsalso
awnings and aluminum
carports and window
awnings. Phone 753-1873
or 427-5425.

LICENSED ELECTRI('IAN prompt efficie'll service. NO job
oo small. Call Ernest
While,753-0605,

/0-25

O."

ROBERTS REALTY your leader in-gale.s to
r1976
needs
your
listings. Call 7534651, if
you are interested in
selling your property.
46. Homes For Sale
HOME
OFFICE,
Workshop-Storage
Building, near Shopping, 2 baths, family
room, 3 bedroom.
Priced in lower 30's. Call
753-9380.
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom,
2 bath, kitchen-den
combination,
$29,500.
Call 753-8676.

FOR

SALE
Beautiful waterfront
lot, Barkley Lake.
Easily accessible, just
off US Highway 68.
Canton, Ky. $11,000.
John Randolph, 753-

6611.
BY OWNER. Attractive
small, 2 bedroom,
located at 513 Beale.
Ideal for retired couple,
young family or rental
property. Shopping area
and new park within
walking distance.
Priced to sell. Call 7534862 or 753-1611.

46 Hornw, For 531e

49 Used Cdr CI Trucks

BY OWNER -3bedroom
house, large lot, with a
body shop, 30 x 40, 2
driveways to it, 1 mile
West from the city limits
on 121. Call 753-6347.

1966 PLYMOUTH Fury
HI, new brakes, new
tires. Many new parts,
conditioning,
air
automatic, power
steering.. Local car.
$900. Call 492-8703.

CERAMIC' TILE
bathrooms, Quarry,
slate , mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.

1970 OLDS-442. Power
steering, power brakes,
power windows, tilt
wheel, AM-FM radio, 2
mag wheels. Must sell.
Take over payments.*
Call 474-2211, ext. 251.

BRICK
THREE
BEDROOM, 1 bath,
about 5 years old.
Located on Catalina
Drive. Close to shopping
centers, school. Nice
residential
area.
Available now. Call 7537447 or 753-3226.
BY OWNER -home and
20 acres, brick 4
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath
house. All electric builtin oven and stove. 10
acres tillable, 10 acres
fenced for livestock, 2
stock barns, 2 large
ponds. Between Tr -City
and Lynn Grove. Priced
in wid 30's. Call 435-4589.
THREE BEDROOM
- brick house, stran-Steel
shop building. On twothirds acre. Call 7538615.

KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean i-ugs of all kinds.'
In business, homes, and
institution rugs come
steam
by
clean
Free
cleaning.
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.

1973 GMc ASTRO truck
tractor, 350 Detroit, 13
speed Fuller tran- FOR. YOUR SEPTIC
smission, good rubber,
TANK and backhoe
35,000 miles since- work needs call John
overhaul of engine,
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
excellent condition. Call
436-2586.
492,8132.
1958 TWO TON dump
truck. Call 753-8560 or
354-6392.

BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with
1967 PONTIAC, air,
75 acres (2 acres in
steering, good work car.
acres
timber,
70
Three
$275. Call 753.0460.
tillable t.
bedroom house with
1953 WILLIS, 4 wheel
attached
garage.
drive pickup. with
Recently redecorated.
Chevrolet 283 motor.
Two stock barns, 70'
Call 753-1590.
equipment shed, dairy
outother
barn,
buildings. Al]. ander„ 1975.....CUTLASS OldWhite,
smobile
woven wire fence. One
automatic, air conmile west of Dexter on
dition, tilt steering
Hickory Grove Rd.
wheel,swivel seats,tape
Price $100,000. Call 753player. Call 753-6608.
5618.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house 'with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 52,4 acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
11
/
2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.

HAVING TKOUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

BY OWNER -3 bedroom
home, 2 small out- 1973 envy, SUBURbuildings, 'ClOse to - -BAN, power brakes,
shopping centers and
steering, air, clean. Call
downtown. On 641 South.
753-5532.
Call 753-0154.
50 Campers
49 Used Car' & Trucks
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1963
FORD
CUSTOMIZED van,
mag wheels, 8 track
51. Services Offered
stereo: Must see to
appreciate. Call 492- INSULATION blown in by
8441.
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
1973 GREMLIN, lov,
free
for
753-2310
mileage, 1 owner, 1973
estimates.
Vega, automatic, with
iir. Good condition, 1965
CONFalcon Ranchero, $295, LAKELAND
STRUCTION backhoe
Call 489-2595.
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
FOR SALE - 1971 Pontiac
White rock delivered
Bonneville. Call 753anywhere. Call Ross,
.
5738.
•
436-2505.

1975 CUTLASS Supreme.
Local car, like new. Call
753-4576 or 753-2788 after
5.
1959 EDSEL Corsair.
Good running condition.
Need restoration.
Completely original.
Priced to sell. No rust.
Phone 472-2802, Fulton,
Ky.
1976 RENEGADE C.J-5
jeep Call 7'53-7850 or 7532641.
1973 FIAT 124 Sports
Coupe Five speed.
Double lierhead cam, 4
wheel disc brakes,
worm
and
roller
'steering. trceUent AMFM stere( casette deck,
yinyi top $2600. Call 7534115."
1961 CARMAN GHIA,
runs good. convertible.
9250. Call 753-6564.
1965 CHEVROLET, 4
door, hayttla, recently
rebuilt entoe. 6200. Call
753-4162
1972 TORINO. Full
- power. factory air,
stereo tape, Craeger
mags, lov. mileage. Call
489-2195 after 5 p.m.

BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

DRIVEWAYS
FENCE SALES AT
GRAVELED,will haul
SEARS now. Call Doug
all types of rock; white,
Taylor at 753-2310 for
decorative and wash
free estimates of your
rock. All types of sand
needs.
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking, WET BASEMENT? We
-Call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
make wet basements
or 753-5795.
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
FIREWOOD: CUT to
write Morgan Conorder. Also gplit rail
struction Co., Route 2,
fences. Will deliver. Call
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky,
evenings 901-247-5569.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 7p-3323. Mower, GENERAL BACILUDEchainsaws and apwork, white gravel,
pliances -Also buy and
bank gravel. Call 436sell. Saws sharpened.
2306.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioniqg, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

'JERRY VORt) ANC) BETT'-f LIVED
014.1 I DOLLARS A WEEK.'

I Services Uttered

NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal. for. leveling.,Spfeading backffiling.
Call 753-7370or 753-7570.

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
or
vinyl awningi.
Aluminum Service Co.,
Call 492-8647.

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM
gutters. Free estimates.
Freed Cotham Co., 802
Chestnut Murray. Call
753-4832.

DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work. Grading,
hauling and bushogging.
Free estimates. Call 4362382.
TREE TRIMMING and
removal. 10 years experience. Call 436-2294
after
('ARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very.,
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753:5827 or 753-9618.
ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
shooting, specialty. Call
Sandy Harmon,753-4484.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
•
Call 7534090.
GLASS REPLACEMENT
work for „automobiles,
homes, and stores, plus
storm windows and
doors repaired or
replaced. Window glass,
mirrors, and table tops.
M and G Complete
Dixieland
Glass,
Shopping Center, 7530180.

MOBILE HOME anchors,
custom underpinning,
patio
and
porch
awnings, car porches
and roofs sealed. call
753-1873 after 5 p. m.
Jack Glover.
ALPHA LAMBDA Pledge
Class will rake leaves
and do odd jobs. Call 7532456 or 767-2605 anytime.
ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air.
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years expetience. Call
436-5676.
•
GENERAL BACKHOE
werk, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.

PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old
work, with years of back
experience,
free
estimates. Call 437-4534
AVAILARLE
EXPERIENCED housekeeper, babysitter.
Phone 753-1387.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
RELIABLE w onia n
wants housework. $2.50
an hour. Call evening,s,
753-6097.
BULLDOZING, prompt
dependable service.
Three bull dozers to
Free
you.
serve
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
53 Feed And Seed
JAP HAY for sale. Call
753-3229.

MEM
FREE-NINE week old
kitten. Also six month
old black & White kitten.
Both are healthy and
affectionate. Call 7534783.
FREE-EIGHT'week old
kittens of all colors,
shapes and sizes Call
753-9846..

Dial-A-Service
Thi• alphabetip-d page

run weekli
clip it from
the paper and sa‘e for hands referencel

Murray Paint and
Hobby Center

Fire
753-1441

Police
753-1621

614 So. 4th
753-7363
Hobby, Crafts, Paint and Wallpaper
Open 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

RADIO, TELEVISION & CB
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

474-8841

Custom-Built
PortableBuilding

Anderson Electric Inc.

753-0984

Geovrol Electric Customer Care

Prices start at $386.00.
Complete,floored,
ready to use.
Large stock to choose
from. Built to order

We caw de G.E. Wormed,/ Si
vice.
Hwy 94 Fast
9 a m. to 9 p.m. Tues Vied afl!

Thurs 9a m W 10pm to ar,1
Sat ("fused Sur and M1,n

ELECTRICAL WIRING
RESIDENTIAL &
COMMERCIAL
Installation5
Service

474-8841 753-7202
24 Hour Service

Anderson Electric
Fred's Repair
Appliance
Repair

753-3037
Dunn Furniture
T.V. &
Appliance
Murray;Ky.

Quasar

Bulldozing
Prompt, dependable
service.
Three
bulldozers to serve
you

753-1959
474-2264
Steven Alexander
L W Lyons

Hinman's
Rentals
Nouse, garden auto, sewer,
power end concrete tools end
etc

753-5703
102 N
Murray

18th Street

F.ree
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pelt Control
loos. 13th St
Murray, Ky

753-3914,

Ofiunrs

Quality Service
Company
753-9290
Commercial, residential, industrial &
Refrigeration
We service all brands I f

Fief.ntshing&
('ustom Hulk Forms Ur e

Paper
Hanging
Painting

502-492-8837

753-0961

Hwy 641
6 Miles South
Je...ry McCoy,Owner
& Ovferator

inertial '
Bill moott,,,
Box 68

1-,

Taber's Body
Shop

Winchester

14 Hour Wrecker Set
vice

Service, Inc.

753-3134
753-3303
753-6177'
1301 Chestnut Murray,
Ky.

Printing

753-5397
102S 4th St.
Murray,Ky.

-

•

-
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•

Merit
Cigarette Sets
New Taste
Standard.
•

Enriched Flavor',breakthrough britgs
unprecedented taste tolow tar smoking
Today there's a way to get real taste from a
cigarette without high tar.
That the report on a new taste
discovery called 'Enriched Flavor.'
A way to pack flavor—extra
flavor—into tobacco without the
usual corresponding increase
in tar.
The cigarette packed with
.`Enriched Flavor' tobacco is
remarkable new MERIT
If you smoke, you'll be
interested.
TestsVerify Taste
In tests involving thousands
of smokers,of filter cigarettes,
the majority reported

MERIT delivered more taste than five current
leading low tar cigarettes having all the way up
to 60% more tar.
Repeat: delivered more taste.
In similar tests against 11 mg. to
15 mg. menthol brands, MERIT
MENTHOL was reported to
deliver as much—or more
than the higher tar brands tesfed.
You've been smoking "low tar,
good taste'' claims long enough.
Now smoke the cigarette.'
MERIT.
Unprecedented flavor at 9 mg.
tar.
One of the lowest tar levels in
smoking today.

0 Ph.1.P Morr,S Inc '
19 6

9 mg tar: 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC Method

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
VER1Tand MERIT14ENTHOL

MERIT

